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Clerk of Gnarl of Appeals.
authorised to announce
OEOROD H. MADDEN
for Clerk of the Court









Ma. JAMES B. MARTIN.
COUnty. as a esndidate for
of the Court of Appeals of
to ths action of Ube Democratic
For Conotab!e.
mitorizert to announce
W. II. W Es 1
for the office of Constala'e
insvil e Magisterial district.



























































































































































































































































































































































Rates. 82 Per Day.
SHERWOOD HOUSE' Hanbery & Shryer,Prop's.
II_Ted-r New Marmot-meld.)
T. C. BRIDWEI.I., Proprietor,
EVANSVILLE - IND.
HOPKINSVILLE, K Y. E. R. ST. BET. 10th and I ith.
Careful attention eicen to earn pi I tiff rind twill me all to
bacco emialgtte I to De Liberal ad-
vance, ntade tobaceo In 440re. to...1 quarter. for teams and
 tea:totters. All tohiteirm la.
oared units' otherwire InstraCted.













t le fair haired
Maud Draalale.
-Little Engl i s h
Daisy" we used
to call her in the
dull old French
peneio imat de
jetmes demci. ina, begging an 1 praying for permission
wiles to which, tos.c().aever to my impatient imagination
very much nad the wide Atlantic seemed so wide,
against my will, or the coming of the mails ISO tediously
I had been sent
to „finish offg. delayed; but finally, to my intense re-
lief, a letter bearing tee familiar New
Papa, who wee York IX*4 'nark arrived, which centained
good natured and not only the longed for permission,
easy going to a
h! fau.lts and a Yan- 
couched in mamma's choicest phraaeol-
point of retn;iniTte.--) Dratitiale 
Atiney,_ ___________
her face lit up whenever sh •
Sir George's place in Derbyttliire; anti him and his expected arra as es .0114%1
with regard to herself. Daitit' tiled
me that she was quite ae I aud
morrow, a hen I was to see that maseu-
• I
•
line miracle for myeelf. I could hardly
again now: and the 4 MO thine nevem:try think it.
to render her happines.-4 complote was
the presence ef lwr dearest Men I !tyd- 
"Daisy dear," I ventured ut last, see-
nt.y. Ansi then followed a' pressing la 
big how painfully nervous and preoccu-
vifation. seg,,ided hy a giggly mgmage pled her manner was. and how, ut the
from Sir George himself. tie citiat. and 
opening of a door or the [sassing of a
uay them a visit 
shadow, she would start and tremble,
Otssi little Daisy! It was Rae hies 1 -
de Sou think you hat e quite recovered
:bought. te nettetither me Li t!u• etalst of 
from your last winter's illness? I am
_ her own lisaainesa atal of course I was 
afraid you have returned toil soon; you
wild tat leo. I had heard lio inet•li theta 
are scarcely Is 'eking so strung and well
Drasolale .1lee•y. which. acconline to my , a° your "II." I'd na' in exPects".
lively limey. lutist lo st portal. fairy pal-
ace of mplentlor and ilt•lialit. or. what
was eery nitwit the same thing to nu..
one of those fin • elti anceetral mansions
with oriel windaws. long earralors. anti
haunted eh:waters, et:meting la the millet
of stately pet as. with sunay glades,
oaken clumps and sterthel meg. about
which we reasi .40 much in Ensabili nov-
el+. Anti I wrete immediately to mem-
kee te the backtmaie. and who had no qty. but also a check for three hundred
great faith in "French polish." as he dollars''A small sum with which to make any
called it, bravely seconded my opposi- !ittle addition to your wardrobe, my
tion to the French school project; but love." she wrote; "and need I tell you,
mamma, who was the daughter of a my dearest Sydney, how deeply I am
southern gentleman, and e ho had hewn gratified by Sir George Drasdale's very
a great bendy and a still greater heiress polite invitation, and the chance it affords
in her youth-despite the fact that a full you of seeing a little really good English
share of family pride, a set of diamonds society? Anti, as I ant naturally anxious
and a precious heirloom in the shape of that you should make a suitable appear-
some yellow old point lace were about all once, I have forwarded the enclosed, to-
that the chances of war and the death of gether with a set of pearls from Tiffany's,
part of the rebellion. had left to her of which your papa had intended sendingher fath
er, who was killed in the earlier
you next usonth as a little birthday Bur-
her former grandeur-bad been herself ,
educated in Paris; and her one maternal Pr'se'"Poor mamma! Knowing her weak
anxiety on my account appeared to be point as I did, I might have been court-
that I too should enjoy that inestimable dent that she would have been too much
advantage. In vain I wept, scolded, en- flattered by an invitation from a man of
treated. Mamma, indolent and careless Sir George Draetiale's family anti rank
in most things, was firm as a rock here. to raise any objection to my visit. I
She had set her mind on my going to kiseed and cried over her letter in a little
France; anti to Franceaccordingiv, with- rapture of delight and gratification: and,
out appeal, I must go. !taring communicated my success to my
"In any circumstances, mv dearest friend, in a few days Daisy's maid, Mrs.
Sydney," she languidly , remarked one Porter, a respectable middieaged woman
evening from the depths of her favorite who had lived in the family for years,
lounge, as we came to the clew of a arrived at the petteionnat to chaperon
rather stormy _ discussion of that most me back to England.
It was a fine morning on which I satvexatious of all vexe
d questions: "I
should have desired a Parisian education out on my journey, bright with blue
for you above all things. But your own skies and the golden October sunlight!
behavior, my dear. your blunt manners and, strapping niy trunk and donning
and your dreadful predilection for the my tasteful new traveling suit, I ran
unladylike, slangy phraseology of this down stairs, with a delicious little sen-
vulgarly feet New York more than ever eation of freedom and importance, to
convince rue of the necessity of your go- bestow good-by kisses on my school-
ing.• It is not so very unnatural, I mates, a Ito, gathered in little envious
think, that I should desire to see my only
groups, were waiting about the hall to
daughter a lady; and the French school see me step into the flacre in which Por-
is my only hope."
ter. looking eminently dignified and re-
"And do you rattly believe, nty dear, spectable, was impatiently awaiting me.
that two years' imprisonment in some We made the channel pa_ssage in safety,
dreary old French convent is going to In spite of the fact that it was rather
improve Syd very materially?" inquired rough, and that Porter, who was a mar-
papa. lifting his bushy gray browe and tyr to mai' de mei% and who lay limp and
looking at her with a comical expreseion helpless about the cabin, confidently ex-
over the top of his paper, behind which pected to go to the bottom about every five
it was hie habit to retire whenever the minutes, and became firmly impressed
domestic battle sbowel signs of going with the conviction that she had sounded
against him. "Might as welrexpect the the depths of human woe in the transit;
wlue-do-you-callitim to change the color and, having spent one night in London,
of his spots! The child is a true born we started by an early train on the fol.
Yankee, every inch of her-and Syd's lowing morning for Derbyshire.
inches are none so few either," he added, The great city was still enough as we
glancing mischievously at my abomi- drove through it on our way to the
nably long limbs, which. as everybody station. the tall frontsof thesilent itouses
well knew, were the great trial of mv with their closed blinds gleaming stately
life. I doted upon little women; and and cold in the saffron light; and, before
here was 1 growing away up into ridicu- I had thoroughly realized the fact that I
Ions altitudes. was actually breathing the air of the
"A born Yankee, every inch of her, London of my dreams-that weird ro-
he added-"all the way up from those esalsindid wealth and abject
preposterous little high poverty which the pen of a DicTins or
pereists in wri=ling about on to the top the pencil of a Dore can alone portray-
of that sparkling new thirty dollar braid we were out among the bright warm
she has gone and twisted up on the top meadows, the ruanet tinted woode, and
of her poor tittle empty cranium! And She purple hills, where the sunlight lay
it's my private opinion. my dear, that
all the French schools in the world are 
ir. patches, and tivt.r winch the asia elree2
not going to make anything else of her. 
wind came at intervals- fragrant and
with her; but, fur lienven's sake, if she 
delicious.
ing, myst•If ith a box of bonbons and
Better let the girl alone. For my part, I
don't see anything so much the matter 
I lind taken the precaution of fortify-
isn't fashionable enough to suit, can't 
the last new novel against the ennui of
you find a place nearer home, where you 
the journey, but I did not need them.
might have her taught all that is deemed 
The pleasant changeful scenery and the
necessary?" 
people coining anti going at the many
Poor dear old papa-he stood up for 
stopping places along the route gave oct-
Mamma was obstinate as a mule; and 
cupation for the forenoon, and a few
hours after midday we reached our dee-me bravely; but
, alas, it was of no avail!
the end of it all was that I was packed 
tination.
aff to Europe, whence I was expected to 
"The next station will be tars, take,"
return with all the graces and iti.-com- 
Porter remarked. rousing up from a long
plishments under the sun. 
nap to make the announcement as the
But it is not so much about m
yself train began to slacken speed. "And
that I am going to write. I am not the 
there is one of Sir George's ttervants
heroine of this story, that important post 
waiting for us," she added, catching
being much better filled be Daisy, or 
sightof a tall young man in livery as the
rather /laud Drasdale, between whom 
train came alonasisle the platform of the
and myself a fast friendship grew up 
quiet little cttontry statiOn at which we
from the first hour of our meeting. a 
were to alight
friendship that excited considerable slur- 
But I had no eyes fur the tall young
prise among our teachers and school- 
man ita livery; for drewn up before the
mates, I remember, for never wero two 
entrance stood a dainty tittle "turn out"
girls more entirely unlike-Daisy so 
in the ehape of a tiny lxieket pony car-
quiet, so shy and retiring, and-well, I 
iiage, in Which sat a golden haired, ex-
am afraii. I am not qualified to describe 
quisitely dresaed young lady, in whom
myself very accurately-so few of us see 
with MP glance I recognized 1)aisy.
But, considering my nationality, it is 
her lift her whip. tlw sweet, fair face
The recognition was mutual. I saw
ourselves as others see us, you know.
perhaps hardly necessary to obeerve that 
lighting up with the old familiar smile:
I was not at all ihy or retiring. Whoever 
and, kering tlw satchels and traveling
heard tell of an American girl who was? 
:lige to theatre of Porter and the young
But that may be the fault of the climate. man in livery, I sprang f
rom the train.
Very few people, I believe, find the air 
and, darting towards her, caught her in
of America particularly conducive to 
my.arms. kiesing and hugging her with
shamefacedness. 
an amount of energy an-1 effusion that
But it may be that liking goes by op- 
evidently took two or three impaiseive
lessees. At all events, nothing ever dis- 
looking Englishmen. who put up their
turbed the bond of good fellowship be- 
_eyeglasses to survey tue by surprise.
tween me and Daisy, whose blue eyes, 
"Dear. darling old Syd, how good it is
blonde hair, and tiny plump figure con- 
to see you again!" Deisy exclaimed,
treated so strikingly with my dusky 
holding me at arm's length to get a bet-
locks, brcwn skin, and long limbs, 
ter look ut me. and evidently as oblivious
which, as papa used to say, were chiefly 
of the proprietite and the astonished
own way as in other pedple's. Not that 
looks °elite bystanders as I was. "Why,
how pretty-Itow larfectly charmingremarkable for getting as 
much in my
I had the misfortune' to be exactly a 
you are looking! I came on purpose to
fright. On tile contrary, many people 
have the felicity of driving you home,
pronounced me "a fine girl,' and talked and 
of getting you all to myself for an
admirinaly of my gay spirits and gond 
hour or two. Turner will see to Porter
style. lat, whatever my deluded ad- 
and the trunks-die wagonette is wait-
wirers asi.; gt say. gs Opinion g." ing for t
heta. Anal now tell me Syd;
did you have a entooth passage across:
iu point of beauty. 
and did Porter take good care of your
Splendid! There were sonie good
Toward' die middle of my first e inter
in Paris a nei„ration came. Daisy. who Ntzed: 
war"' 6" I've "*in biiigQr. andPorter is an incomparable comieulion for
had been ailing for several weeks with a a aea voyage," I laughed, thinking of
slight cough and cold, suddenly devel- that 
0.011404o woman 8 woo begone ex.
oped symptoms that threw oar teachers pre2114illa aS we rolled about at the mercy
into a little panic of alarm. A doctor of the little short clumping Channel
was called in who ehook his head and
prescribed total cessation of study and 
waves. "But, Daisy dear, would you
mind giving me a good shake or a pinch,
immediate removal to a milder climate. just to t•onvint•e me' that I an: !equally
MiS8 Draelale was an orphan: but her
uncle and guttrdian, Sir George Dram- 
awake. and that it's all real. you know?
dale. the representative of the fine old 
I'm afraid (hat iny being here is too good
Derbyshire family to which elle belonged, 
to Itt true, and that I shall wake up
was instantly corntuunicated with; and 
presently to find myeelf in the dreary
old class room, witt the bell ringing for
in the course of a few days the old gen- ,
tli.inan came over in a terrible fright 
wee" ins or prayers!
from England to whisk his darling away 
It's as real as anything else in this
world," she began, with a smile that
t°0Itaf IcYOurse I missed her dreadfully, 
someltow-died away into a sigh. "There
wandering about the dreery old pen- 
are peopleis you know, who say that life
sionnat lonely anal inconsolable, and 
i,si!tlstan•lef ..bdt a dream-a painful
. fever.
equally of course we exchanged an un-
limitea number of crossed anal clotiely 
During the drive to Dread:de Abbey -
written epistles, in which I kept her 
and such a delightful (kite as it was too,
fully apprised of all-that was going on 
along a broad emooth rtgul that lay like
in our prosaic little ?school world, and in 
a line of white between tall hedgerows
which Daisy excited my longings by 
ib,frigil:iteinu iptidacrosohes ealitul; tlitIclitirizotIrnbe. ;rode:
profuse deecription of her wanderings
amid the sunny scenes and wondrous 
which cloudlike flocks of birds flew up
art glories of Milan, Venice. Florence 
as we leased, to circle in dark drifts ov
er
and Rome-descriptions that were Kele 
tl e green fields atilidecothie diunisriopnlethl:titilsso
mbe-e
ently varied by mysterious hints con- 
yol nd -I came to
that was growing up in her life. Daisy 
vague, intangible change had taken place
cerning a certain tender hide romance
had won a lover; and at last. with a 
in Daisy since the day I had men her
thrill of mingled delight and awe, I 
ev • t when. on our arrival at
lasttlytapepaliarntgon that became more than
learned that my friend was actually 
the abbey, we eat talking over old timer
in the warm glow of the library fire; and,
engaged. and was to be marritid in a
year. 
now that tho flush lent to her cheeks 
by
excitement and exercise had died out, I
was shocked to see with what painful
distinctness the blue veins showed 
up
ethxr;rteigssi:otnhoshepallinde transparent skin, a
nd
what a worried. anxious, almost limit
ed
acquired.
What could have happened to her,
what could hats so changed my brig
ht,
sunshiny little Daisy? I wondered, glo
w-
ing around at the splendid evidences ot
wealth and taste with which she was
everywhere surrounded. Something was
Wrong; I was sure of it. reel I it be
that Mr. Teddy Pomfret hail .sing
From that time he." lettere, though
less frequent, grew more interesting
than ever, filled almost entirely though
they were with glowing descriptions of
the manifold virtues and perfections of
Prince Charming, whoee earthly name
of Edward Pomfret was usually abbre-
viated into "dearest Toddy."
Sir George and his niece spent the
spring in Italy, and the following sum-
mer in Switzerland; but towards the fall
I received a letter with an English post-
mark. They had been iu London fur a
week cc two, but were just now on the_ - • • too with it? w* from the was, .. Idyls_
"e_ a
es.
"Da ley dear," re•tured at last,
She started, and turning away her
face, exclaimed:
"Now, Syti dear, if you are going to
croak, I shall run away and leave you to
go into the dismuls alone. But coma,
cherie-let us go up stairs and dvas for
dinner," bite added, springing to her feet
and alancinz at her watch. "We dine
at 7, and your trunks will have arrived
by this time. Besides, I want to show
you your room. Ali, there is Madeline!"
she broke off as the clatter of hoofs
drew my attention to the window, from
which I saw a lady splendidly mounted,
and followed by a groom in livery, dash
up the acetate towards Lt. front en-
trance. Dial I tell you that my cousin
Madeline Anthurst is staying with us,
S'y'd'Coneuyerhe Why. Dalse. I had no idea
you had a cousin! I am sure you never
wentitined her to me before," I returned,
etaring in eurprise after the graceful,
swaying figure in the perfectly fitting
'islet as it ewei:t past, with just the
fainteet liossible tinge of envy. Ale
theme Englieltwomen! Why is it that,
with ail their graces and fascitiationa,
my countrywomen have never yet been
able to equal tlwm in that most graceful
accomplishment of horsemanship?
-Well. di or. properly speaking, Ma-
deline Auilturet is not my cousin, though
I twee ale as t. been in the habit of call-
ing lwr eo. She is the daughter of Sir
George's half sister, who, very much
againet the wishes of her family, mar-
rash a disreputable adventurer, who not
only spent her fortune, but ill treated
and finally deserted her. Not that (the
ever wanted for anything, for Uncle
George. who is good to every one, pro-
vided for ber until she died, and has
taken tare uf her daughter ever since;
although. since toy return to England on
the death of papa. who died in India,
you kliew, 31-sieliee has chosen to reside
with nit eunt in London." Daisy ex-
plained. as. linking lwr arm in :nine, she
ied tip 10 the room prepared for me,
through the grand hall. with its tessel-
lated Ike r. its etstined glass windows and
bomber walls of polished oak, hung with
pictures. weapoes and armor, which,
like the bond staircase, looked, to my
American eyes, altogether too grand and
stately for real 'ionic comfort.
And such a delightful little room It
erreseselterrellrielenhilet HT" -A-Cm11Xt belt
as velvet end of Home rieh dark mosaic
pettern overed the floor. A few choice/
chrome, and engravinge enlivened the
walls, whirl, were papered of a soft
French' gray. A bouquet of delicious
hothouse flowers stood before the mirror
on the marble topped dressing table,
among :he exquisitely tinted silver
mounte perfume bottles. A coal fire
buteit in the low polished grate, and near
the lace draped windows thaalooked out
on the matchless view of bill and dale
and bteky ravine stood a little low rock-
ing chair that caught my eyes in an in-
stant.
"You see I did not forget that comical
little Yankee weakness of yours, Syd-
ney dear," she laughed, as I sank into it
with a delicious little sigll of satisfaction;
"and I am going to make you confess
that. if there Li one thing more than an-
other in which thy eoul delighteth, it is
a reek( .."
al don't want to deny it, my dear.
Anal you and your straitlaced country-
women ha.o my full permission to bit
an stOnxicked chairs and Laugh as much
as sou like." I magnanimously returned,
mcki : an-ay as hard as I was able.
Evera b Lnows that a rocking chair
at44.iii as 11 gessary to your true born
l'anLes• n swaying treo branch to a
rit gt. monkey. Another proof, I
-haul I ot wonder, of our monkey de-
....welt !to It lie.c niNn ,zsiitrp?striiosedn. Mr. Darwin did
not think to mention it; but he is wel-
tccerenrcras]
Haw "Plosion" Was. Written.
ItoMANCE IN REAL LIFE.
A Nicee stephen Girard Dies Over a
riiiistlelphia Saloon.
PHI LA DICI.1`11 IA, may 12 -Hen-
rietta Girard, a soiree of the founder
of Girard C Bege, died Isere In pover-
ty Rothe garret of a s dorm Saturday.
Under th • will of a Mrs. N'itidell,
member of the Girard family she
died this city many years ego,
Henriei Girard, lier sister, and lier
I roller, Aug:tote, were joint heirs to
fo tune estimated at $10,000,000.
None were to come iu possession
until they became of age. All then
lived in Patriot.
i A ugsnite, who was of age, forthwith
4.11111e II/ the tete, 1••ok 110411eseloU of
: the estate of , els he was made :
exeeutor, until hie sisters obtained !
their msjority. When his slaters l
hecanie of age tisey called upon him
for their share. He turned a deaf
ear and remained in sole INunte.141011.
Finally Ise died. They found t list to
his will he claimed the entire estate
as Itis own. lie bequeathed the
whole of it to his wife.
Three years ago Henrietta, after
saving with her sitter a small
amount of money, names here to MI6
Auguste's widow for her share. The
litigation has been going on ever
eines, isodecisiou having yet been
reached. Her money became
exhausted. Finally she went to live
with the family of a saloon keeper
named Henri Poujette. North
Eleventh street, where she ocnipied
a garret rootn, scantily furnished, for
nineteen mouths, subsisting on the
charity of friends.
; THE FEDERAL ELECTION BILL. HOW 01.1) N SHE?
W. Gilbert, dramatist, writes
in the small hours of the morning, be-
git ... i . ig work ut midnightssand often
keeping on until after the sun has
risen. Like many literary men his
vein of- composition will not. flow by
day, requiring candle light Co stir it
into activity. In preparing a libretto
he goes slowly but surely.
Hitting upon one of his character-
istic ideas, lie turns it over in his mind
during many long walks and solitary
cogitations, adtliug circumstances and
incidents as they occur tat him. Then
he makes a rough skt•leton sketch of
the plot, ivhich lie puts awav.
A few wet•ks later this sheleton is
carefully written out in extetiso, with
such additions anal improvements us
may have occurred tit lien mule' wliftea
This, time is tilielved for awhile, but
ultimately the perfect frumework is
made. which ouly needs --if such ex-
pression is ullowede-the wedding to it
of the dialogue and songs. '
It is at this stage that Sir Arthur
Sullivan comes upon the scene, for the
writer liste to keep the musician's tittiels
iti view. and the composer must bear
the %triter in mind. The writing of
one of thi.ir fa 1115 4 ,pertu4 entails
much laltor and endless consultatiint
upon the collaboratone Playwright
and centimeter iiftexote‘,Tutik.iti•litlitchtireldstigt
come in at the eh'
over cigars aud cigarettes, discussing
with the most anxieus care points
which to others might seem of little
moment. But it is to this untiring




An inventive genius living at Fort
Porter, N. Y., has mastered the ques-
tion or bow to get the ingest pleasure
and the ht•st results from II cigar. Ile
has had his ideas converted into a tin
model and his nit slel patented. It isa
contrivance., and he calls it a
cigar cast. and extinguisher with a
match box attachment. It is made of
till, anti is only about three inches
hong and three-quarters of an inch in
diameter. The case is divided into
two sections. In the short section is
lilted a rim of spring fingers.
The manner of using the instrument
is explained by the in vent( bras follows:
"If you want to Naive a partially smoked
cigar, iiittert the lighted end into the
short seethe'. The spring finger% hold
die cigar firmly in its place svithout
injury. It is then covered with the
longer one, which niakes the case air
tig,111. and emseequently extinguitdies
the cigar. The case can't becomt• heat-
ed in the least, because it is air tight,
liiiiii:disrt‘I:eilecuitsiittristetal hose its flavor for
the same miaow In fact, the Hayti,. is
elioirgli tor Ithac.' die elooke Mit .4 the
sei tru Iharms'. providistan'tlit2;ulitattal!
vi tell I/4011* plIttitIg. it away for (Mere
ise. Your 111111.4 11114. 14 I. nee II I Way%




prism guest' ma fut Acted on
by the General Assembly.
The General Assent hi y of the South-
ern Presbyterian Church will meet in
Asheville, N. C., Thursday, May 15,
and remain in session ten days. The
session will be opened by Rev. H. 0.
Hill, 1). D., of North Carolina, the
moderator of the last getter.' assem-
bly.
The assembly is ecmposed of 150
delegates, seventy-five ministers, and
seventy-five ruling eiders. These
are elected by the various presby-
teries.
The general assembly will consider
reports submitted by the executive
committees, amid the various Presby-
cries, and disease plans for future
work. The reports from the execu-
tive committees will be submitted
through their secretaries aw follows.
Foreign Missions-Rev. H. M. HOUtt-
t011, 1). D., of Nashville.
Home Missions-Rev. J. Pd. Crkig,
of Atlanta, Ga.
Publications-Rev. J. K. Hazen, 1).
I) , of Richmond, Va.
Education-Rev. E. H. Richardson,
I). D. of Indianap-ilis.
The Geurrni Arise sibly will also
el. et secretaries and treasurers of
each of the executive boards.
•••
ENORMOUS CAPITAL..
T4I Re Used in the Development of
North Carolina.
l'A., may 12.-An Eng-
lish syndicate with $3,000,000 capital
has tieen formed for the development
..... e of the rich mineral regions of
North Alabama and for the building
up of tiumerolim heavy enterprises.
The syndicate has established its
home office in London, its American
office in Sheffield, Ala., add is ready
to proceed. Furnaces, ntills and fac-
tories are to be built as rapidly as
porethle. Men are to be employed
aud a city is to be sprung suddenly
into existence. Minor Scovel, until
within the last, few years a resideqt of
this city, has been appointed citieten-
gioeer, and as such will have entire
charge of the work of construction.
Among those immediately arranged
for one or two pairs of naoderu 150-
ton blast furnaces, a 100-ton open
hearth basic steel plant, a rolling mill
for structural material, plate, sheet
and merchant iron and steel; a pipe
works, foundry and machine shop,
flouring mills, saw mills and a cotton
mili, all to be erected and put in opera-
tion as rapidly as possible.
lat3 toneville 1.atemies.
LA seroNsv 1.1.IS, May 12.-Spring
has come with its grasses andiflowers.
Mr. It. W. Sullivan went to Kirk-
mansville, Saturday, on blatess.
Mr. '1'. J. Vowel is laying the foun-
dation of a town on the Butler road
aud has named it Petersburg.
Mr. J. D. Steel will probably be a
candidate for magistrate in, this dis-
trict ; the people could not confer tlie
houor upon a worthier man.
I think I voice the7sentinteuts of
the people in this part of the county
when I say we will not support a
man for the constitutional convention
whose garmente are etained with
railroad boodle. He must be spotless
and above reproach.
There is a movement on foot to have
a Post Offiee at this Wive; it is a com-
mendable move and a ill Itieet with
the approbation of a great many
iwople who have to go ten or ta elve
4444-14-eset li rough al mote int passable
roadsik get their Mails.
M
Statue to bee.
RICHMOND, VA„ May U.-The
indications are that the attendance
of military and veteran organizations
at the unveiling of the equeetrian
statue of Gen. Robert E. Lee of May
21i will surpass any former gathering
in this city. Arrangements' have
been nearly perfeeted for the atten-
dance and care of the military. The
railroads in the South have agreed tat
issue commutation titkete at the rate
of one cent per mile. The military
will be quartered in the exposition
building, while veterans will be
entertained in the city. All the
soldiers will be fed gratis. Soldiers
from States outside of Virginii who
have already signified their intention
of being preeent will moue from
Maryland, Wert Virginia, North
Carolina, South Caroline, Georgia,
Tennessee, Louisiana and Texas.
• 
Its Excellent Qualities
(7ottiniend to public approval the
California liquid fruit remedy Syrup
of Figs. It is 'deeming to the eye,
and to the taste and by gently acting
on the kidneys, liver and bowels, it
cleanses the eystent effectually,
thereby promoting the health and
comfor all who use it.
1 a I'asoirce 'Woos 1.1 ffeez the Commer-
cial Interests niche North.
WAstliNtiToN, May 12.-Whet her
Ilie House will or will not pass a Fed-
eral election law in a question that is
being vet...generally dis lowed. Con-
cerning Congreesman Shively, of
Indiana, says "I don't believe the
Republican* will pass the bill. The
commercial interest') of the North
will suffer if they do, and these in-
terests are likely to cut some figure
in the diaposition of the bill. I was
In Ohio hist fall; sent over there to
make 'ionic speeches for Campbell.
0 i h i (7I 'g
betore the election, I beleve-I had
sow, couversitiou with a number of
gentlemen at the Grand Hotel on
this very iitobject. Demoerats and
Republicans alike complained that
their Southern trade It been badly
injured by the %Reeks the Com-
mercial Gazette on the So it, and I
tell you if the Republicans persist iu
this matter and enact a Federal elec-
tion law the North might just as well
shut up shop so far as Southern trade
is concerned. The Southern people
will withdraw their trade, and no one
eau blame them. I know it will hurt
US badly at South Bend, where I
live." Mr. Shively's opiuions are
shared by many others and if the bill
is pawed it will be under the lash of
the party whip. And in this connec-
tion a little matter that seems to have
escaped public notice is worthy of
mention. It is well-known that the
attacks made upon the South by the
Cincinnati Commercial 'Gazette,
which for years has been villifying
the Southern people, were inspired
by H•latead, who posed as chief
editor. As Mr. Shively remarks
Cincinnati has lost a great deal of
the Southern trade by reason of these
same attacks, and it is pretty gener-
ally understood that lialatead's re-
tiremei. t to the Brooklyn Standard-
Union was not altogether voluntary.
In fact it is whispered that not hav-
ing a controlling Interest in the pa-
per, an many have supposed, he had
DO option, but Was forced out by
Deacon Richard Smith, who looked
at the matter from a business stand-
point, and realized that Ha'sicad
was injuring both the paper and the
city of Ciucinuati by his continuous




Squire W. E. Warfield, of Casky,
was iu the city this morning and was
seen by a reporter for the NEW ERA
with reference to his race for the con-
stitutional convention. He appears
very sanguine of success aod regards
his prospect* as very flattering..
When asked if he thought his atti-
tude in regard to the 0. V. Rail Road
tax, the subsequent litigation, and
lils position with reference to the at-
torneys' fee woulti iujtire his chances
for election, he reasserted hitt belief
in the justuees of the principles he
advocated. "If this is made an issue
ill the race," he maid, "I have no fear
of being able to explain my position
to the satisfaction of the people."
"We hold that it is the right and duty
of the Court of Claims', as the guar-
dian of the financial interests of the
county, to enforce at law the pay-
ment of any claims justly due tbe
County. Acting upin this idea, the
Court sued the St. I.. & S. E. R. It.
and liy a compromise received, not-
withstanding the failure of that cot-
'pont ion, about $25,0e0 net. The
Court also sued the L. & N., recover-
ed between seven and eight thousand
dollars and made an arrangement
with that corporatiou for the pnmpt
payment of future taxes.
"We also hold that it is equally the
right and duty of the Court to resist
at law any unjust claim upon the
county or the imposition of any bur-
den of Illegal taxation upon the
county.
"Under this view, lite Court resist-
ed the claim of Frick, the architect
of the Court House, for $15,000 which
we did not owe, the claim of the &
N. for the repayment of taxes which
that corporation contended it had im-
properly paid, and also the validity
of the ti00,000 debt which the 0. V.
corporation Wished to saddle upon
the people. In each of these eases
the Court employed counsel, ultimo]
a right to do, and paid that mimeo
what it considered a reasonable fee.
ILI the latter case, the Court did not
leave to the L et. N., nor to a few
private citizens, if such had been
willing and able to do so, the perfor-
mance of its own duty to protect the
people from the burden of a load of
illegal taxation, but performed its
duty itself.
"As to the L. &. N attorneys, as it
seems pleasant to some to call them,
tbe Court employed counsel in this
and in the other casco, whotu it
thought competent to n snags its case,
and did not consult Frick in his caste,
nor the L. & N. in ita case, nor the 0.
V. In this case as to the counsel it
should employ nor did it pretend to
advise the 0. V. as to the number of
law) ers it should employ, nor as to
who they should be, nor as to the fee
it ehould pey. The Court can say
that in not a single suit it has order-
ed, either as plaiotilf or defendant,
har it failed toobtain a judgment in
ita favor, or to throw the eosts on its
opponente.''
falti o t's Consumption Cure.
This is beyond question the most
suet•eseful Cough Nledielne we have
ever sold, a few (lases invariably cure
the worst eases of Cough, croups,
and Ilronchitis, while it's wonderful
success in the cure of Consumption
is without a parallel In the history
of medicine. Since it's first die-
covery it has been wild on a guaran-
tee, a test which no other medicine
can stand. If you have a Cough we
earnestly ask you to try it. Price 10
cents, 50 cents, and $1 00. If your
Lungs are sore' Cheat or Back lame,
use Shiloh's Porous Plaster.
Sold by WYLY & BoaNsTr.
CUMBERLAND PRESIIYIERIANS.
Some Alleged Its lea for Diem •rovering
Woman's Greatest Secret.
To tell a wontau'is age le one of tire I
easiest 'hinge imaginable, despite the s
fact that Many brilliant !sties kueek
'offs( few sorrier of their year. e it'.-
; out detectiou. . •
&merit. act', lia,r!
Her baton? No; her back haii!
Now don't say it is Oder. False or -
I real. )0U Cali rutin!. her years by the
threads time weaves. Every year
; adds u heir or two, and, IAA doubt, if
a wounte lived king enough she would
tweoine a female Esau.
At teetity-five a woman's back I
hair V•2i111+ to fall over her collar us 1
a in vine over &picket fence. I
Note w ell the direction of the hair.
Hair slants, and' at 30 it takes au -
angle of 50, and at 35 00, and at on.
Of course you can't get &owe
to apple a mathematical tap- meas-
ure, Lut your practical eye will be
etiough.
Next nate the quality. Hair at 25
is moire, it 30 it is eaters), at 3.i I t is
pasee satinette, at 40 it is rope fit to
hang any man that gets noored in its
meshee.
Anybody ehn tell falee stere hair
no matter who the previous owuer
was. It has a doesn't-belong-there
look, aud all the pojoadem in the uni-
verse-cannot give it a permanent ten-
ure of office.
You may reasonably conclude if a
woman has false back hair her age
is beyond the interesting point. Nev-
er believe her to be under 4s, unlees
Bill Jones or some equally reliable
person can prove ft.-Boston Globe.
- .a. 
SALT CeX,ES ,FOR FARM STOCK.
The tri•iieral Assembly to Meet at
Union City. Tenn.
The general assembly of the 'Uni-
berland Presbyterian Church, will
meet at U II ion City, Tenn., Thursday,
May 15, and will be in session about a
week. The committee on entertain-
ment has already provieed for 2::1)
delegate's, who it is known will be
present, aud provision will be made
for at least seventy-five more. Be-
sides the delegates a large number of
visitors are expected.
The board of in les i ons of the church,
located at St. Loiii ;• the board of
publication anti board of education,
located at Nashville; the board of
ministerial relief and woman's board
of foreign missions, Iota ted at Evans-
ville, will all make their reports.
The work of chureit erectiou is also
included in the jurisdiction of the
board of missions. Rev. F. 1'. 'gaol-
ken of Nashville is general agent for
this work for the board of missions.
Reports from the various educational
institutions of the church will also
be made, eepecially from the Cum-
berland Univereity at Lebanon, which
is under the control of tha general as-
sembly.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Church hae in the United States 160,-
000 members. It hat1,000 Ministers
and about 500 probationers for the
ministry. The church is the strong-
est in Tennessee, Texas, Miseou
ri,
Kentucky, Illinois and Arkansas.
There is also a strong synod in Penn-
sylvania. There are synods and 
pm-
byteries of the clitirt•II in twenty-thr
ee
states and territories.
Cheap erel Simple Design* of Doze. Acces-
sible t5 Stock alba Protected from Rain.
It is just as neressaev for the thrift of
farm animals that, they should have salt
as that tlii•ir food should be clean an,1
wholesetut.: furthermore. the salt elsould
be to placed that it may be obtained by
diem whenever nature craves it, and
they should not be obliged to wait until
the attendant deals it out to them, and as
this is usually done it would be at ir-
regular periods :nal in irregular quanti-
ties. It is to suggest a good means of
pe,perly "salting" stork that the desiens
of salt Isoxes shown iti the cut are given.
Theme aces teling to the correspondent
a ho diecribes them in Rural New York-
er, are cheap, simple affairs. but %tell
aslaptsel for the purpose inten ed. The
01,ject is to have a box hallo • quart or
lie ire salt on the bettom, angeil that
ai hen placed out ef doors it will be ace
retailer to stock and yet protected front
raOint.ie [wade a fete square and eight
inches deep at the back, and six inches
sus,.
TWO GOOD SALT BOXES.
in front, which- is only partly inclosee,
11,e bil E projects one inch in !rent.
The whole arrangement is firmly at-
tached to a post or building. The salt
is placed at B .n sight of the stock, which
stem learn to push up the hinged cover
with their noses, and help themselvet
whenever they so thsaire. Tile remaining
figure shows gdifferent style. as the detor
is attached at the top. and is simply
pnweed againsewhen salt is needed. It
liest to fasten the door back, as shown.
for a few days until the animals know
what the hoz eontains, and then it am
be allowed to swing in position. Any
one ueing these or similar boxes wall*
surprised at the frequency with which
stock visit them, and the sight will edu-
cate the farmer be more liberal with
salt in the future
How to Grow Cabbage.
To have cabbage early, tender and de-
licious. and to have it productive, it must
be well fed. The secret of success that
attends its cultivation by the market gar-
deners be the rest quantity of manire
uset. Where manure cannot be cheaply
obtained cabbage should be grown On
sail ground, which. for early market
purposes. should be plowed not later Ulan
the 1st of October. There is no fertiliker
cheaper or more effective for cabbages or
other crop than a decrying sod. For Sate
cabbage plow about the tuiddle of May,
itor when grass is in the most active s te
of growth; it is then as effectually ki ed
as though plowe4 in autunee Munire
should be put on and plowed in about the
middle of July, or just isefore the setdng
of the plants. As aoon as the plants are
tatablished set the cultivator at' wor in
the field. the bue in the garden; not
should they brae at work, but they use
le, kept at work-persistent work in al-l.
tivation issthe price of cabbage. he
cultivator will not lung do in the •Iti;
the ettedl plow Illthit f011OW. as no o tier
implement pulverizes the soil its %Tell
lit the garden the fork must follow the
hoe.
Ott Ow subject of varieties. C. L. Allen,
authority for the foregoing, tellti in
American Agriculturist that the beet
Ixcabbage is the Jersey Wakefield. eh
early and late varieties. The late le a is
now popular, with the markt•t gard me
ea :t ',necessities, col ..... g in between the
Early eVakefi`eld and the Early Smaller.
For late cabbage, the Savoy is one of the
last as a keeper, as wt.II as for quality.
The next choice is All Seasons, oneent
the best for a general crop. In the clioice
of varieties for a general crop, locally is
to be considered. A given variety ' will
not thrive alike in all situations; any
more than a giyen variety of applesswill.
ly
Care and Improvement of Pastures.
Grass ought not to be pa.stured in ivery
early staring before the ground settles
and the rokl beginner firm. By this :strly
pasturisig the tops are kept cite/ cut
off, tht. rotes aee much injured. rom
which the grass does pot recover for the
entire season. To gain and thriee a
grans neede some green leaves. When
the pastime Ise ,thin and unprodtictive
harrow tht• surfaee and sow on other
kinds of graes'es and clovers. wi,th a top
tireeeing ef some fertilizer. Titis sgrveit,
to some extent. as a rotation of crops for
the soil. When the cattle are fed oil
meal othergich food, most of it goes
fertilizs the land. Baron J. 13. Lewes
advises against feeding grass the first
year. Ile oppones mowing it the second
year, having found that this practice
destroys the clovers and lesser grasses
by encoura;sing the stronger geowing
spires. Ile agoids mowing for 'several
years', riesling withsattle in prefareece
to sheep. Ile sows a variety a geaseta,
leaving the best to hold their own, Tlict
falling off , a pasture may be avoided
by a liberal feeding on the groand of
cattle eating otton meal cake. '
Hero ood Therm
It appears that the hard pine of the
Rath, for e hich there is an increaming
sit-mend, is in danger of exhaustiop much
more rapidly then was supposed possible
ten years ago. "`
The South. Australia recent wheat
threshings have proved rather deal'.
pointing, a good deal of the grain beteg
small anti shriveled,and the yield nearer
eight isirisls' than ten. The ellitier
threet. Iss ,st t•i er, were often vele
visa. e-ese-s.
1-1 A CICSIZTIIICK," a lasting
*rstratit perfume. Pries Mimi/

















































4„, • ate .
I ) E E E Eon. Fexesia SINN has annourced* i !dower a candidate to represent
Trigg coeete iu the Coustitutional
--PC11111.11111.1W BY- C eivention. He is a man of marked
▪ tee Ere Printing and Publishmq Co. ability mei integrity, a profound'
UNITLIS ROOD, Presiderat. lawyer aud a cultivated gentleman, !
- and is eminently qualified for the
  Important position which he seeks.
III A TRAIL
olt FICK NEW IRA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
idiorklaleVILLE. KENT, CH
ASV ISMITIM111149 MATINS.
.1. 066 Ars, tasartioa, $ 1 fel
one re inth - - - 3 00
" three mond.* - - 6 00
lea months - - 9 0
" one year - la 0
stdollional rates may to had by application
tire mere.
113rTranalent advertisements toast be paid fort,
oysters.
I:barges for yearly sovercsemauts will be rol-
e-ted quarterly
All advernseturets Inserted ensont seectliest
6141.141W be charge.: for WWI ordered out.
A asouscemema of Klarr(ages aial Pesti.. v.,' el-
%wain,. aye nano saa tsctleksk Of pre.. pubs
dolled mei&
elr otatsary Ponces. Resoltaloas of &wow.% sod
..,,rer smeller solaces lye cianta am rum














Fcr County School Supt.,
PROP . S. L. FROGG E.
For Cersinee,
DR. JOHN L. DULIN'.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
Titi New York Legislature has
adopted a prohibition amendment to
 _ the :',tute constitution to t e submitted
to a vote of the people of the State at
a epecial election to be held next
April. This will doubtless be one of
the most exeiting aud notable
conteets ever waged in the Empire
State.
I Tot: woman suffrage advocates
crowed a good deal over their victory
won in Edgerton, Kansas, recently
when the town elected a complete set
of female effieere. Their official acts
were so unmercifully ridteuled that
they ail got mad and rtsigned in a
body, and a nea city government
will have to be elected.
GEORGE FRANCIS Mali. the irre-
pressible crank, is on tialt-Atlatntic
ocean, having nearly . completed his
globe girdling exeetlition. He will
beat Nellie Bly's cmarkable record.
Elton present indications the
Senatorial contest bide fair to be a
warm one and a long continued one
While Gov. S. B. Buckner is not a
candidate, it is believed that he will
receive quite a number of votes any-
how.
IN spite of the fact that Governor
Buckner has practically withdrawn
and wit! not be a formal candidate
before the Senatorial caucus, he is
still a strong possibility in the race.
Senator D. H. Smith aud several
other ardent Buckner men have
charge of the Governor's race, and
are waiting for a favorable oppor-
tunity to present their favorite.
Tile annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Medical Aseociation will be held
in Nashville, Tenn., beginning May
Zeith. Nashville is manifesting a
hearty interest in the occasion, and
extensive arrangements are being
made by the local committees to
fasilitate the business of the meeting
and to make the stay of the visitors
pleasant. Nashville is a very
hospitable city, and the doctors can
count on a cordial greeting and a
good time generally.
THE debate on the McKinley tariff
bill has commenced in the House,
and the Republicans are having a
hard time trying to prove that the
bill will reduce the revenues and
taxation. It is very evident that the
bill was framed to increase rather
than reduce the ievenues, and the
whole thing was gotten up as a snare
sad a delusion. The bill gives
increased protection to every' tariff
trust in the country, and is simply a
device for taking money out of the
pockets of the masses of the people
sad giving It to the combines and
oionopolies. The Republicans will
not be able to fool anybody with this
bill. for the eyes of the people are
being rapidly opened te its iniquities.
Am amendment is going to be
offered in the House to wipe out the
entire internal revenue tax on
tobocco. It Is not expected that it
will be adopted, but it will put to a
test the sincerity of the Republicans
who made such a howl in the last
Congress because-, Speaker Carlisle
refused to recognize any tone to move,
out of the regular order, a repeal of
this tax. The Republicans have no
idea of repealing the tobacco taxes,
and all their talk on the subject was
mere bunconalse. The Democrats
have always been honest on this
qnestion, and have maintained that
the tobacco tax eould not be repealed
as long as there were 80 many
millions of pensions to pay, and at
the same time reduce tariff taxes so
that the burdens on the masses of the
people would be lighter.
WKsreest Kentucky never had a
better chance for recognition than
now, and if the members of the
Legislature from this section stand
teigetiser they cau same Senator
Beck's succession Western Ken-
tucky is entitled to the place, and
has a plenty of good Senatorial
timber. Upper Kentueky has inn-
nopolised both ftenstorships for many
years, and Western Kentucky
tired of Waiting so long for the recog-
nition to which she is justly entitled.
The legislators from this section
should get together aud unite on a
csndidate and do their utmost to
elect him. If they will make a
determined stand far their section,
the Senatorial vacancy will be tilled
by a man from this end of the State.
Gov. Hoe., in a special message
to the New York 'Leg:Mature, retioni-
meads the submission to the people
of that State a conatitutional amend-
ment which will take away from each
• House of the Legislature the power
of sitting in judgment upon contested
election cases of itemembersand con-
!erring this power exclusively upon
the courts. He says: "Under such a
modified system of adjudication, con-
tests for Legislative offices would be
placed upon the same plane with
contests for other offices, which are
now taken into the courts by the
f proeess of quo warrant), and
: decided, am a rule, Itieln their iner-
tia The candidate receiving the prop-
er eertifieste of his election from the
canvassing officers should tie permit-
te 1 to occupy his seat until he Is duly
ousted by tbe judgment of the proper
court. This would relieve legis-
lative bodies of the standing tempta-
tion to do injustice. It would render i
a certificate of election of some value I
soul protect a sitting member from
hasty and arbitrary partisan action."
While it is true that the power given
to t'orierees and the State Legisla-
tures es judge of the election of their
own members has been shamefully
abnaPd, it im a sellout; question wheth-
er the teansfer of exclusive jutitelle-
tlion in these election easter to die
courts would not tend to triontite
TheTamen of the judiei il
: pole of reirtleaujeni he _ n ear- are a good many Reverted's!, mein-
i I ese eh() are allXiolle In denounce 
liable remedy for Fever and Ague. "Why doesn't lie take Hooti'm
1 ied into the eoliths, 3141J/rime would ' t u;,, thieei 4, hill on the door of the Reputation earned by Thirty years Sarisapaeilla V' Is the general inquiry
satiably be many prejudiced parti- I House, but' they agora not thecourege Success. You can depend upon It. ' of friends when a person stiffens from
' tudgnents. I to do so. I TRY' IT. DRUGGISTS HAVE IT. 1 any disease of the b:ood.
i
Tits: general debate on the McKin-
ley tariff bill was practically ended
Seturdey night. Until the 21st inst.
the debate will continue under what
knowu as the five-minute rule.
Very strong speeehes were made on
the Democratic side by Representa-
tive's Mills, Crisp, McMillin,
Dockery, Springer anti Wike. Hon.
Roger Q. Mills' speech, however, is
the strongest, clearers!, and most pro-
founi expeeition of the tariff question
delivered during the debate.
Tut: New York Legislature has
finished its work bud adjourned
sine die. It appears to have been a
very malodorous body, judging from
the following paragraph from the
New York World's Albany corres-
poadence: "Votes sold for $100 each
in the Geaeral Assembly, and the
Seuate was given over to the lob-
byists. No infamy was too mag-
nificent to be attempted by a few, no
petty thieving too mean not to be
done by many. Every session was
opeeed with prayer, and most of
them closed with sin. When cash
could not be had, promiees were ac-
eepted. Country members are flock-
ing down to New York, here several
clearing houses will be opened soon
for the patiment ot contingent fees.
In the last few days the corrupt men
tried even to cheat their colleagues
by deceiving them about bills.
Riders were tied to good bills in
secret, wed worthy amendments
were quietly stricken out of bad
bills."
TIIE Democratic Senatorial caucue
g3t down to business last uiglit.
ter the anuouneement that Hon:
James A. McKenze and Juidge Willis
Reeves had withdrawn from the cons
tent. ()Allot ing commenced. Feu r bal-
lots were taken, Carlisle, Knott,
Lindsay, ',McCreary oore and Set-
tle being the can ida es voted for.
Carlisle led them , Lindsay being
second and Knott third. The contest
now appears to be between Carlisle
and the field. Gov. Buckner's friends
are confident that he will Ire the
man on whom a compromise will be
made, while Carlisle's adherents
claim that their man gains strength
the longer the fight lasts and will fi-
nally be elected. It is said that the
Louisville dlis Nashville Railroad
Company and the Maaon-Foard
compauy are using all their influence
in favor of Judge William Lindsay,
who is attorney fur both companies.
Tim situation is badly mixed as to
all indications of the ultimate result.
NeXT Saturday county conventions
will be held throughout the State to
select delegates to the State conven-
tion which will convene on the
insL to nominate a Deltrocratic caas-
didatc for Clerk of Court of Appeals.
On last Saturday precinct conventions
were held in Daviess and Henderson
counties to choese delegates to the
county conventions., and iu both coun-
ties the delegates were instructed to
cast their votes for George H. Mad-
den. The mutest in Daviess county
was between Mr. Madden and Capt.
Woodjoinginore, of Harrison county,
and the latter gentleman carried a few
precincts. In Henderson county the
fight was between Mr. Madden and
Mr. Thomas G. Poore, the present in-
cumbent, who carried two or three
precincts. The leading candidates
for the office are.George II. Madden,
Thomas O. Poore, Wood Loogniore,
Janice B. Martin and Mat Adams, and
the most satute political prognostica-
tor can not pick out the lucky man.
We do uot believe that auy of them
will go into the state Convention
with enough instruct -d votes to wiu
on the first or secoad ballote. The
interest in the race Is increasing, and
there will be much hustling and log
rolling between now and next Satur-
day night.
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' the Elsetrie Light Franchiee. ' I • • 1
John A. Twyman Fired and Fella Mg-
sterol aff Appointed Street Su-
pervisor.
For unadulterated stupidity, un-
reasonable, uncalled for, unnecessary
local legislation the city council of
Hopkinsville is entitled to the
palm.
Pursuant to a call from the chair-
man that eugust body assembled in
its ehamber Monday afternoon for
the nominal purporee of giving audi-
enee to some patties from Illinois
who desired to be heard on electric
lights and water works. The parties
from Illinois db1 not put in an ap-
pearance but this did not matter.
Our council had met to act upon elec-
tric lights and water works and act
they would.
And act they did!
An ordinsnee repealing entirely
the franchise granted S. H. Turner
and his associates for owning and op-
erating electric lights iu the city of
Hopkinsville for a term of years, was
adopted.
They dish& t stop acting at this.
Upon motion of Mr. Somebody, the
records fail to state who) Mr. John
Twyman who during the past 13
years has been serving the city faith-
fully and well iti the capacity of
street superiuteudeut, was removed
(ho cause given) and Mr. Felix Big-
gerstatt, ex-chief of police, late keep-
er of the work house, appointed to
the responsible position. Mr. Twy-
man will step down and out Saturday
night and on the following Monday
Morning hie eucceseor will assume
the duties. The duties of this *Alive
require a practival knowledge of stir-
Veying, architeeture, masonry, etc.
Twyman's qualitications were
equal to auy work in these fields,
which he might be called upon to
supervise.
Mr. Biggerstaff may be a practical
engineer, a thorough mathematician
and architect, and competent to fill
the position with more credit and
than his predecessor. This
remains to be seen.
Toe meeting of the National Ite-
publiean Committee did not take
place Monday, and has been indefi-
nitely pestponed. It ie believed that
the Reptiblican Senators who are so
bitterly opposed to Boss Quay have
got in Want- work with the majority
of the cammittee aud that Quay could
not get flie whitewash bedesired, and
that on the contrarigewas liable to be
invited to resign ititiallitajority of the
committee. It Is Lhotarbt that it was
the fear of being requested reaign
or terove lie did not rot; the Pelineyl-
vania Treasury, which caused Quay
Dr indefinitely postpone the meeting
Quay Is in a very tight place, and
herdly knows what to do. seam of
the rabid Republican newspapers are
expressing their &statist:intent at the
resolute eilence he maintains under
these very serious charges. Even the
Topeka Daily Capital, which id so
',minim to a Republican orsrati as to
be the "utliciel State paper," of Kan-
sas, recently said: "Unless Senator
(play takes some notice of t he charges'
of the New York World and the Even-
ing Post the general ptiblic will take
it for granted that he is a scoundrel.
Does the Senator think these specific
indictments are child'e play ?" Quay
is too shrewd t ril all nveo,tiga.
tion, and has no idea of bringing euits
against the newspaoers that charged
him with being a thief and piblialied
the evidence on which the charge of
grand I irceny Is broad.
AN EXTRA SESSI
Titis tariff debate in the House
day was both interesting and exciting.
Hon. Benjamin Butterwort 11, the
brainy and bold Republican member
from Ohio, whom Speaker Reed and
Congressman McKinley have been
symtematically trying to squelch,
broke loose aud courageously
expressed his opiuion of the
McKinley tariff bill and the
disgracetull attitude of the Re-
publieen petty in regard to iniquitous
tariff rates, trusts aud combines. He
showed tip the iujustice and 'neon-
eieteney of the bill ins masterly man-
ner, antliterally tore it to pieces be-
fore he finished his speech). The
Inimocrais frequently applauded and
cheered him to the eelio, but the Re-
publicans sat in gloomy silence and
neither applauded nor congratulated
him upon his able and eloquent
speech. McKinley and many other
Republican members who are owned
by the monopolists were intensely in-
+Orient and exeediugly angry with
Butterworth on account of his bevere
deinuneistion of this infamous bill,
4nd Paid he was a renegade an I that
they %soul(' get even with him before WORTH KNOWING. ItaWlins, 11 D Menu., J
 W Francis.
CI.F.VELANIUS OPINION.
The Ex-President Sees Nothing. Ob-
jectionable in the Purposes of
the Alliance.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., May I3.-A few
we. ks ago J. A. Hill, Corresponding
Sece-tary Of Oak Grove Lodge No.
22, Fermiers' Alliance, near this city,
wrote to e x-President Cleveland, en-
closing a copy of the declaration of
purporas of the Alliance, and asking
for Mr. Cleveland's views thereon.
Follote ing are copies of ale Hill's let-
ter and Mr. Cleveland's reply:
OAK GROVE LODGE No. 22, FARM-
ERS' ALLIANCE, STEUISE:•:‘ ILLE, 0 ,
March 17.-Hon. Grover Cleveland,
New York-Respected Sir: May we
presume so far upon your patience as
to ask a short note from you in-
dorsing the principles of the National
Farmers' Alliance, of the existence
of which you are no doubt aware, and
for which we claim the flatter lug re-
sult in Ohio last fall. I enclotie our
declaration of purposes for your con-
sideration aud being as we unfortu-
nately are, the living monumeate of
the evils of a prohibitory import duty,
politely terttied a "protective tariff,"
need I add that we heik to you as the
champion of oar cause, and the man
of toolay who had the courage to face
defeat rather than stand in any un-
certain position in the greatest issue
of the day.
A few encouraging words from you
will prove a wonderful incentive to
further the efforts io behalf of our
rommen catree-tartft reform.
J. A. Hine, Cor. See'y.
Mr. Cleveland's reply was:
NEW YORK, March 24.-J. A. Hill,
Corresponding Secretary: Dear Sir-
I have received your letter, accompa-
nied by a copy of the declaration of
principles of the Farmers' Alliance.
I see nothing in this declaration that
cannot be fully indorsed by any man
who loves his country, who believe@
that the object of his Government
should be the freedom, prosperity
and happinees of all our people, and
who believes that justice and fair-
ness to all are necessary conditions to
its useful administratien.
It has always seemed to me that
the farmers of the country were es-
pecially interested in an equitable ad-
justment of our tariff system. The
indifference they have shown to that
question and the ease with which they
have been led away from a sober con-
sideration of their needs aud their
rights as related to this subject, have
excited my surprise.
Struggle as they may, our Lumens
must continue to be purchasers atid
consumers of numberless thing.' en-
hanced in cost by tariff regulation.
Surely they have a right to insist that
this cost shall not be inereased for
the purporte of collecting ueeecessary
revenue or to give undue advantage
to domestic manufacturers. Tile
plea that infant induitries need the
protection whieli Oupoverielies the
farmer and consumer Is, in view of
our national advantages and the skill
and ingenuity of our people, a hollow
pretext.
Struggle as they may, our farmers
cannot escape the conditions whieh
fix the prices of what they produce
aecording to the rates which pre-
vail in foreign markete, flooded with
the competition of countries enjoying
freer exchange of trade than we.
The plausible presentation of the
blemoings of a home market should
not deceive our opprsssed Anil impov-
erished agriculturists. There is no
market for them which does nut take
its instructitnes from the seaboard ;
transmite the word of the foreign
market•.
Becatose my convienon that there
should be a modification of our tariff
laws rose principally [rem an appre-
ciation of the wants of the varied
army of consumers, eomprising our
fanners, our artisans and our work-
ingmen, sed. because their conditien
has led me to protest agaiii-t imp°.
sitione, I am especially glad to see
those itectione of my fellow-country-
men arousing themselves to the im-
portance of reform. Yours, very
truly. Gooven CI.Evseetnu.
•411.
A Lady in Texas Writee:
My case is of long standing; has
battled many physicians; have tried
every remedy I could hear of, but
Bradfleld's Female Regulator is all
that relieved me. Write The Brad- I
field Reg, Co., Atlauta, (Ia., for
further particulars. Sold by all drug-
gists.
Going Hack on Harrison.
Philadelphia Times.;
The Benjamin Harrison War Vet-
eran Aresoelation, of Brooklyn, 700
strong, has formally repudiated the
Harrieon Administration and strick-
en out the Harrieon name and sub-
stituted that of Abraham Lincoln.
The reason given for dile slap at
the Harrison adininistration is that
the President has turned his back on
the war veterans iu Federal appoint-
ments. There's work for Haleteuel.
To THE HON. JAMES A. McKiesizos:
We, the undersigmel Degenerate of
Christian county, m ho hive known
you for years and have been proud
to have you represent us in t Ile halls
Congreme, where l•y true and un-
swerving adherence to the principles,
of Democracy, your manly anti de-
termined stand for eix years against
the extension of eorporiite power,
and the able and aggressive fight
you made agaitist th- robber taritt
and whieh rebutted iu putting quilt-
ine on the free list ; you won the cou-
fidence of Hot only the people of your
own State but of the nation at large.
Appreciating your former faithful
and coneeientioue attention to our
people mid our party ; deeiring,to see
you again in a pomition e here you
may serve us aud serve the country,
we therefore most earnestly solicit
you to become a emendate to repre-
bent the second onstriet in the fifty-
second Congress, end pledge you our
support if 3 ou will permit the use of
your name in conuection with the
position.
J 0 'tamer, J 0 Rust, J Ciunn,
1 Juo C Day, N A Barnett,J C Adeoek,
s‘hVinDeri,iIilltdesal31.; rUrt, eoBoNYd.i (A)1:11-7sOn:,erA
I. Wileon, NV M Fuqua, J C Puckett,
Thomas Moore, M E Rives, C B
Dade, S It Dictum T A Smithson,
M Gregory, Wm D Summers, J M
Hester, A H Buckhatiate C D Bell,
It A Ferguson, Jus Simmons,
W. McClanahan, NV A McConniek,
NI NV Davie, A J Meador, L Brash-
er, W S Elgin, L I Buckner, J
Dulin, D; W Williams, M I); P
;lass. S E Rives, NV A Glees, tt
Baker, J Morrow, W F Cox, P
Johnsen], 1: Fraser„ J NI Itionsey,
NI D; C J Huggims,
Frank Bell, Frank Monroe,
J Johnson, H C Daiwa!), N It Ed-
mund*, NV I) Lander, M LIpstine,
Gunu, F M Stites, J J Stewart, It
A West, (' Jackeon, A (I Bush, W
G Coombs, NI Wood, W N Decker,
C F Jarrett, J NV Stith, A D Bowles,
H MeNaney, 0 Lander, (I E
Gaither, A A. Metz, Bryan Hopper,
E Cooper, Mat S Major, Maj T
Wooldridge, P S Ander/ion, Jno W
Paye, E Higgins, A B Higgins, J A
Giles, J E Carpenter, F L Waller,
David Lee Johnson, Alex Cox, J P
l'ayton, N I) Green, NI I) Davie, P
Rogers, A S Reeder, Ed Eyhriain,
J A Beyd, NI Cox,- L C Craveur,
Riley J Moseley, II NI Frank-
el, It A Elgin, S Cranked, (4 NV La-
tham, Nat Gaither, P J Gregury, I.
It Outline, It E Harued, A W Hen-
dermou, J It Armistead, J L Brasher,
NV H Olvey, J W Yancey, W F Pat-
ton, C K Wyly, It Jno S
Boddie, C Johnson, Henry Vette It
I' Word, NV T Cor.per, John Ciark,
Nicholas Tobin, John View, N
Petree, J W Warfield, S McCul-
loch, 0 NV Long, Fred Thomption,
C 0 Newt, J N Tobin, R Moore,
Geo A Clark, J M Peck, Joe Foreith,
SE Lloyd, J T Savage, It A Morrie,
Jae I) McGowan, J C Willis, Lee
Harris, J E Evers, I W Minck, It
NI Hurt, NV II \Vest Theo:lore Hicks,
Hanson Penn Dilly, NI V Owen, E
Rickette, W A P'Pool, David
Kimbline, Rouland, C P Nolen,
James It Wood, J NV Moore, Charlie
Morris, J T Rickets, T NV Morris,
Joseph Beazley, Ras Robinson, Wm
Brand, 'I' I Wooton, B Fraser, C
N Rives, W E Angler), W H Wittier,
Ed It Bogard, J Corothere, J
Corothers, R J Cooper, Isaac Gafford,
Chas Krentz, C Anglin, W
Griffin, Thom Terry, A W Williams,
O 1' Hester, J NV Baynham, A E
Rees, Etiwin Garner, (' J Northing-
ton, NI Ragsdale, S R Hester, It NV
Tuck, S NV Griffin, J G Cooper, J
loseettree-+; eteeseaseeprafees aesesse.,-
.1 Terrell, A .1 Fuqua, It H Beasley,
S L Frogge, Henry C Herndon, C P
Settle, D C Settle, II D Boone, J
Whitlock, Lucian Fletcher, George
D 'initialing, Frank NV Watts, Harvy
W Watte, H C Buckner, N Moore,
Chas D Settle, S A Woven NV
Summerhill, NV II Moore, C E
Kennedy, T Smith, 0 0 Greer,
Jae Garrity, It 8 Hotter,
Gus Garnett, J C Ballard, R H Dud-
ley, T W Vaughan, D Brouaugh, S
-P Forgy, I) A Bronaugh, C J Rad-
ford, C Ranson, NV Owen, H 111
Crunk, NV C Crutok, NI A Owen, R
Smith, R Cates, 10 NI Coy, Gol-
den, A 0 Mlles G (' Brasher, C B
Douney, S C Guthrie, C S Hurst, J
Peedleton, It A DOsburn, J ,e Me-,
Carroll, W W Clarke, NI L McClure,
F Macrae, Jas BrionhanoThom-
as Green Jr, ES Davie, George Wills,
Chas 1) Davie, A NV Watkins', S S
Spieer, John W Foam), C Maeon,
A Kenner, NI D, Geo W Embry, S D
Radford, L E 1) Boyd, I P
Davie, I H Clark, 0 P Lewitt, I Mari-
n Davie. B Csyce, J Moss, Ed-
gar Cayce, Mat Cayee, Alfred Major,
0 Davie, John D Jones, A Wills,
A H Watkine, Perry Johnson, Cave
Johnson, It T Word, 11 M Hunt; It A
Sway, T A Watkins, NV Bowman,
J Harris, J H Witty, W A Diuguid,
W 0 Gooch, Gilmer II Bell, NV .1
Wadlingtou, N K Aletetworth, John
P Burnett, Hunter Wood, J I' Buck-
ner, '1"r Vawel, J Anderson, 11 Mar
quess, E Wright, G NV Smith, NV
Boyd, NV B Litoisey, T A Gwen, (' It
Thompson, I B Watts, Henry Clark,
Tom Clark, I C Allen, K NIeltatt, P
NI Reese, NV S Harmed, It B E
It J T Hail, It C Gary, I N.
Gray, George Lewis, It' NI Watkins.
A F' Beyd, .1 NV Squids, NV Tinhs,
D Galbreath, J E Ricketts, A Gine/d-
m Robert Burke, NI II West, A C
Kuykendall, J NI Higgins, F M Whit-
low, P Humpheys, H Talbott, NV E
Nash, Jae Reach, Huston Males,
John Mnyon, Moses L NV Ilene
berger, I) Mendel, Heury Drexler,
NV D Radford, J C Willis, ;Albert
Kelly, P B Peadleten, Eugene, Mor-
rison, E C Hifi le, It) t tarrottesfainee
Huggins, Upshaw Buettner, 0 It
Lavell, Leopold Weil, Richard Leat -
ell, C lt, Adams, II I) Wallace, Julius
Weil, J Ward, J T Hill, Bob Wool-
dridge, J P Bragg, Harry Smith, CI
Vaughn, J Waugh, 0 J Smith,
It I' Merrisou, NV It Wole J Var-
ney, MeGehee Bros, Lee Owen, C B
Russell, C E Gul-
breath, J H Wade, J NV Wade, B
Burrue, A J Weaver, It I. Moore, NV
F Merritt, Gus B Tandy, J NV Wil-
liams, John K Pendleton, Wm Tan-
dy, Thos J.Tandy, J A Tandy, J S
Blaekwell, (4 E Blackwell, J Fer-
guson, Nt' P Ward, r W Porter, J ('
D In Hord, NV D Garnett, It It
Hoyd, M Miller, II B Wade. J C
Harlmud, H B 11 illinger, James
Vaugh, I) I) McMath, A S Butler, W
A Weaver, J Thonop-on, J II t•ier-
grant, J It Parwing, It H Smith, H
Minor, (' W Morrivon,Thos D Jame-
son, C Fraben Jr, 11 J Garnett, G
Warreu, H P Rives, B Richard-
son,lt YPendleton linJames Herman,
Willie Burrus, Jrnies I Alleu. J
Fruit Lyman MeCombe, 0 L Leti-
der .1 E St am Juo P Gsrnett, C !:11
Porter, S J Walker, A 0 Dority, J J
Trice, Isaac Garret, Jame* Mr-41-
nm Reps Arvin, 11 Smith,
M Williams, It Y Pendleton Jr, 11
L Trice, T Rode, E N Fruit, c
Leavelo E Bradshaw, John It
Ballard. Willie Jones, Eerneet Bark-
ley, W Wolf, E J Murphey, B
meow., W Hollis, NV It flawkitui,
D Hawkins+, NV A Radford, J W
Halberd, C Chilton, V A Garnett,
C W Menne, B Raw-
lins, IA.111 Rawlies, C Rawlins, Del
the deliate elide. It is meld that there II Inittnie TONIC.-The old time, re-
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tattiest hot night. Alter the an-
notindiement that Ileeere NIcKet,ziti
end Reeves were out of the light,
Itemocratie Valletta got to wurk in
bug began. Four boI were taken
resulting as follows:
Lindsay, 26; Knott, 27; Moore, 12;
Firet-Carlisle, 31; NIcCreary, 10;
FRAN Kleine, 1<a.. May ra-The
'artiste, 32; Met 'reary, 12:
Lindsay, a7; Knott, 24; Moore, 12;
Settle, 7.
Thire!--CArliele, 33; McCreary, re
Lindsay, 23; Knott, 19; Moore, In;
SLei}1.1" t111:1,-2(s ; K non, 16 ; NI oore, 12 ;
'artiste, 39; McCreary, 12:
Settle, 7.
'Elie result of Net night's work
demonstrates ihAt the contest is to
prolouged, but, emit rary to expee-
tation, (Hewitt now ?lainir
that lie will gain strength the louger
the fight lasts.
It is now evident that there is a
deenbination against Carlisle, be-
tween Li• tisey, aftrore and Knott.
The Carlisle men have been narrow-
ly watching that movement, anti
though fully alive to the peril of their
chances, express no fear that his
cause is in tianger. There events to
he e ereat and tie:lend sentiment for
him among the people of Kentucky
aptrelavargicii, snit they feel the! this will
'Me contest ma,y now be considered
between Cat lisle and the lield, with
the elianees in the former's (lotto
Friends of Gov. Ituektier are now
mere confident than e•er that he
will be the man on whom a compro-
mise will be made.
Among the armors current is one
that the Louisville ds Itsin
road I 'onipany arid the NIation-F'oaril
Company are using their influence in
favor of Judge Lindsay, alio is attor-
ney for both companies. Tide is the
first hint that suggests anything of a
businees nature in the contest.
lerciirlal Poison.
Mereitry is framenfly InJudielously used
doctors ill eases of Malaria And
poison. .8. It.. Hotaide Bits.' same
con nine no mercury. but C11'11111141,
1110.ECUr1:61114.1164/11 from the system Write to
Blood Balm , Atitusta, Coto tor book of
ix, Aiming proof u Its curative virtue.
A. Britton, Jaekron ,Tertn., writes: "1
relight notlerta Louisiana, an I when the
fever at last b:oke. my s) stunt was saturated
,witts poistat, mai I it...I sore. in my lb
and r Inv tongue. I got tato bottles
H. it. it „tub my longue aud
and made nrw 111/111 of me."
Wtn. Itichtnott *, Atlantis, Ga writes: "My
vflfe could totally see. Doctors ettlICti it syph-
ilitic trills. lier eyes were in a dreadful
condition Her appetite failed. She haul
pain la I er joints and bones. Her kidneys
were deranged alwt. mid no one thought she
roald he cured. Itr. recommended
B. It. It.. which she tesm.1 unlit her health was
eat i rely restored."
K. I' B. Jones. Atlanta, cn.. writes; "I
wit. troubled with copper colored eruption...
bras of apts•tite. f alum In bestir, aching Joints.
debilitv, elliHel:1111111, 1.166 .4 hair, sore throat
an I gnat ttertotisctoo. It. IL II. put my aye-
te.it floc conditios.••
Larti3 et te Items.
LAFAY,ETTE, KY., May 1.7), 1131;0.-
J. L. Dunn, Sherman Ezell and W.
O. Pillow weat on Little River
fishing a few days two and, like the
•lisciples, fished all night and caught
nethiug.
Miss Allic Barnett spent a few days
with friends here last week.
Mr. Edwin Garner has been quite
sick far several days but is better
uow.
r. Joseph Beiszleas os. r.hooerier,
Ilisaes Cora and Carrie Ilaynham,
of It Hill, Tenn., Was ill ithopping
a few days since.
Miss :Mollie Winn, ef OekWood,
'fenti., ham returned home after a
short visit to Mies Laura Hester, of
this place.
Brother Barrett is getting in the
foundation ittoutte for the lleptist
Churcia
Mrs. lt:zer anti daughter is ill to
see her father, Joe Beazley who has
been very sick for several days.
J. S. Regsdiale is having the front




WEST END CITY, MICIL, May
story rivaling diet of Enoch Ardsn
has enme to light in this city. Four-
teen years ugo John Hartze.tep mar-
ried a Camidaigua, N. Y., wenian.
They ed iterated In about a year anti
the woman ciente t Miehiss,an. A
yeer later she heard that her husband
was dead autl her letters to hi.. rela-
tives 1 !kilt ti -et) resisionie. Four
years later slie went to live with Al-
ehouse Cook and retinal tied with hint
eight years. A 3 car ago they sepa-
rated mid she married John Granger,
of this eity. A month after her mar-
riage rile. r• eta% eel a tter from her
Imetnitel and has corresponded with
hint sin( c. Saturday Harzleep ar-
rived here and proceeded directly to
Granger's house, where lie staid un-
til Granger ordered him out. Nine
Hartzlevp, or (Olinger, promised to
join hint and did so, anti they ere
now living together, having taker'
the household furniture %Welt Gram-
ger had supplied them with. Ilartz-
leep says let will live milli his A ife
now if lie has to ce.low her to prison,
and the woman ses3 s she prefers
Hartzlettp to Granger.
I have been tirected with mercurial hea
ache anti 14 reavy pain In my liver. 1 made
-t•ol diltr rot' itatsitpariti .s without suet ess
until! I gar.• lir. littfl's Isnrsa,rtrilits f • I
three bottles or 6.-1,101 gay., nina eerier. take
plersore in rt anritdIsitg It as be UR
to other. 5a4Kup.trill.0..-T. II. OUCH.
1,11i 611;e, Ky.
ONE; 14 j 0 V
1341-'! t!1.- Int t11,s1 awl results when
Sy' :I, of is taken; it is pleasant
nut: relreelneg to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly On the Kidtie.ys,
Isivor and llowtis, cleanses the sys-
tem elfeetste:ly, dispels colds, head-
aches and levels and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the slowach, prompt ill
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
eaxne(eillehnatv,?ontike.s ictottahmectmillosit
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles ley all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on band will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try 2, Da rot accept any
substitute.
,CsiAoLuilsFvfxR.NAI,A. FIG SYRUP CO.
,•
rr;ANC4CCja. ECWAL.YOAR, N r. I
THE .‘FNATORI AI, CON MST.
Jane s 1. rirekenlytic.t.titl I./1.• 14•4.6E1,
114/1VE1 hi/41,14N II I   I Ise
FBANEFillItT, K v., May 15.-Mr.
NIclienzie elecieed net to mlow lila
timme to let prreeeted to the Demo-
cratic eaueus at all. The
Western' Kentucky me:niers pro-
tested ngainst It, but Mr. :McKenzie
sullieredl to his eecision A great
deal of work has been done to get NI..
MeKenzie in the race and a good
follow ing been worked up for
him. His backers felt eonsiderably
elisirrimel at his determination.
lime J. A. McKenzie says he with-
nrew bream's. lie found that it a ould
be inioossii•le to unite Western
Kentueky, and lie felt that he could
not afford to wake a losing fight. It
has been rumored that he expected
to heconie a candidate for (7ougrees
in the Second district. tie said
thie ttttt ruing that he had the
matter under consideration, but had
reached no conclusion. *He mays he
has received more pelitions and
lette:s asking him to ran than he
had ever received before.
The Kuott men yesterday deleted
gains diet will wake them lead
Lindsay mid will leave the final
tussle between fit:ott and carlisle.
Ms generally felt that it will lee
bete een Carlisle and Lindsay.
Judge Willie Reeves also refused to
allow his name to be suggested to the
eaucus. Judge Reeves said that his
reasem for taking this etep was that
he say the hopelesenees of bringing
about any unification of Western
Ketittieky and hail no further time to
waste in the vain attempt. He said
lie come here and annouuced Witt-
self a candidate, because lie thought
there seemed to le a desire for his
section to unite on a man. With
suet' support lie knew t hut lie could
win. But it has been all talk, anti lie
vomit make no eatiefat tory ttrogreee.
Judge Reeves said he did not with-
draw in the interest of any other
candidate, that lie had entered in:o
no combinations, and did not know
whom hie friends would now stipport.
sudden a ithdrawal of both
Reeves and IlcKenzie caused home
uneasinees iu the Carlisle ranks, and
a combinatou was feared. None,
however, was made. Six of McKen-
zie's followers, iucluding the Daviess
county delegation, . Senators Berry,
Henry Mason and C. B Wicklifl'e,
will support Knott. Some of Reeves'
votes will also go to Knott, anti these
elm:ores made him all at once a
formidable figure in the race,
Novicki, lie C211 his strength.
M r. Carlisle also gains monte by the
tee) withdrawals, aud Judge Lindsay
gets his share. None of the Reeves
or IleKenzie votes go to Met 'reary.
Gen. John S. Williams hies been
here ectice Mouday. lie began
organiz:ng the Eitetern Kentucky
vote againat Carlisle, for whom he
has no love, and was first disposed te
manipulate it in MeCreary'm interest,
but finding it largely inclined already
to Lintleuy, he turned his influence
in that direction. Judge Thos.
Hargis has abler beeu lending aid, and
the powerful influence of those two
skillful peliticians over the Eastern
Keutucky vote has told heavily in
Lindsay's favor. Geu.
especially seems to etijoy a renewal
of the sceues in whieh he himeelf
figured so prominently about six
years ago.
While Lindsay has made such re-
markable g tins, both in Etstern and
Weittern Kentucky, McCreary
appears to have done nothing.
Several who were cpunted among his
followers Lavegone over to Carlisle,
Inc uding some from his own Con-
gressionml distriet. He is still at
work, however. and If he is e•-triseiniim
of any Ines lie dees not show any signs
of it.
THE DERBY WINNER,.
Lenzfellaa's Mon, tialksd Away
With thr Great Kentucky Derby.
Hill 44L iclwr Beat Itobreplerre by a
anti a Halt for t4econd
Lou isv Lee, May 15. -"I' w el ve
otate.
thousand to 15,000 people cheered the
all-winter favorite Riley yesterday
*Bernell!' as lie won the Kentueky
Derby, not only in brilliant style, but
simply as he pleased, nothing being
in at the finish lett the a iiiner, who
literally walked away I rom his field.
As to the weather it proved good.
Long before the afternoon came
around the morning rain exhauseed
iteelf and made way for the warm
rays of the ever welcome son. It had
done its worst, however, on the t rack,
which was moiling but mud and
rOush, a pond in fact, the water stand-
ing in deep pools all over the stretch
and around the far turn. Still this
Cantle.] 110 seratelsieg to speak of.
Riley is the second! eon of Long-
fellow to win thin race, Leonatuti, who
took it in le el, being also by bine As
to the other hone s that were beaten
noire epierre ran like a t on-stayer,
outlook could not handle himself in
the mud. while Palisade was badly
out-clammed. Bill Letcher, however,
is a good race horee; and but for the
breaking of the headstall of his bridle
Prince Foust, would have finished
closer tip.
Bill Letelier beat Rebespierre, who
tiei-lied far from gamely, by a length
and half for second, while Prince
Foils° was fourth, six leugths behind
Robespierre. Twenty lengths away
came Palleade, and the Outlook, who
wart beaten lifty yards. Fractional
time of the race was: First quarter,
:eV; ; half, :521, ; six furlonge, 1 On.);
mile, 1:4104 ; mile and a quarter,
2161i ; mitv and half, 2:4a. The
slovreat Derby ever 1U/1.
As a 2-year-old last season Riley
started a tound dozen times and won
six races, three of which were stake
eventa The beet performaime was in
the Railway Stakes at Latonhe ellen
he ran a mile in the mud in 1 :47,4,
carrying 123 pounds and giving away
lumps id weight to his the competi-
tors. This 'performance made him
the winter favorite for the Derby and
in a measure foreteamted his vietney
yesterday.
•
Worn. Demi...wen. aro not new
ami untried. For thirty years they Inc e
at Nil Cie test of usage, and lanze
l• due to merit only.
Be Sure
If you have made up par mind to buy
Hood's sarsaparina do not be induced to tako
any other. A Itoston lady, whose example is
worthy imitation, tells her experience below:
In one store where I went to buy Hood's
Sarsaparilla the clerk tried to Induce me buy
their own instead of Hood's; he told me their's
would last longer; that I might take it oaten
'Tot Cet
days' trial; that if I did not like it I need not
pay anything, etc. But he could not prevail
on me to change. I told him I had takes
Hood's Sarsaparilla, knew what it was, was
satisfied with It, and dtd not want any other.
When I began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
I was feeling real miserable with dyspepsia,
and So weak that at times I could ilerdos.
Hood's
stand. I looked like • person ln consump-
tion. Hood's SarsaparilLs did me so much
good that I wonder at myself sometimes.
and my friends frequently speak of It " /ins.
ELLA A. Gorr, 61 Terrace Street, Boston.
Sarsaparilla
fteld by all druggists. , six for 53. Prepared only
by C. L HOOD CO., Apothecaries, Loweu, Kea&
100 Dose. Ono Dollar
Gee. N 11 I oressos surgeon.
A special Isom 'Itillioneina, Teen.,
dote! the lath Wet., esp.:
"I)r. J. B. Cowed', o,,e the testi-
ing physitennit and purge sus f the!
seat( , i serio lety et It:14 home '
here. Ile wry- n. Forrest's murget n
duriug the I ite wet., mud Is 'sow Dep•
My (Irani NO) t r of Old Fellews."
Dr. Cower' u es etatitine el Hop-
kinsville fer smite time during the
deadly whiter of '61.'62, at Geueral
Forrest's headquarters, in the brick
le:Wince on the Nlatlisonville pike
just beyond the ci•y limits, then
awned ley Ile B. E Rendolph, and
now owned by Major Joloi Stites.
Dr. Cowan was a plush:jail of ability
but a as 'sadly embarrassed while
here, ter the lack of neversary hos-
pital medicines and supping., the lack
of a hich tient !teeny a tiOlir fellow to
the City Cemetery, to be uumbered
with t lie " Unktiown 't nft derate
Dead."
EASTALLPRECEDENT!
Over Two Millions Distributed.
L.S•L•
Louisiana State Lottery Co.
1 morpontted Ity the Legislature for E•luca
Ilona' and l'harltable purport a, and its fran-
chise, made a part of the preapnt State
Constitution, in Is714, by au overwhelming
popular vote.
Its GRAND F3(111.114{14 NARY DHOW-
I NUS take place aentl-.kuttually, J mi. and
Deeettilwr,, and its ti RA ND sf NO LE N UM-
BER DR A WIN104 take place In each of the
other ten mooths or the ear, and are mil
drawn in tannic. at the Academy of Music.
New (Orleans, lat.
"We do hereby cert I fy I bat we supervise t lie
a rningements Tit'. he Mont lily and Semi-
.koraual Drawings of The Louisiana State
Lottery 1 I any, find in person manage ard
control the Dr.. wings themselves, and that
the same are condo, ted with werty, fair-
ness. and In gord faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the 1 '4,1711.3611E 14, U••• 1111, eer. I n-
ent....uh facsimiles 01 our signal ore. at
ed, Its advertisements."
Commission rs.
We the itudentigned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn In Tile Louisiana
tstate Lottery which may be presented nt Our
counters.
M Walmodey, Pres Louisiana Nut. Bk.
Pierre 14111111,11X, Pre14. State Nat'l Bk.
A. Baldwin, Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Ilk.
Curl Kohn. Pres. Union National Bank
MAMMOTH DRAWING
At the Academy of Nitric, New Orleans
Tuesday, June 17, IMO,
CAPITAL PRIZE, $6e0,000.
itstosiTicksts at 640; Halves $20: Qua-tees $10;
Eights (.1; Twentieths k2; Fortieths 41.
1.1sT Or elliZes.
! IZE ;IMMO is. .
1 I'M:6E1W MD If SI is
I l'itIZEor 100,090 Is
I PRIZED), MAIM
2 PRIZES id, 90,00. are ...
5 PRIZENOE 10,101c are 
10 1•RIZES OF 5,000 tire .
2i PRIZES or 2,401. are.
PitiZER OF 1610 KM/ .
1.610 Pitt/A.:sof? ROO s•'.   .












100 Prizes of #1.111Y1 are . . $1110.re0
loll 1 rises of is00 are . ......
100 Prlz s of PO are . . . 40,000
Two NCItalta TILISMIXALS.
1,91at Prises of $200 a re . *Mame
:1,111 Prixes amounting to .32,150 600
AGENTS WANTED.
ger-FoR cle-a RACKS. or any further in-
formation, write leg My to Ili undersigned,
clearly stating your residence, with Slate,
County, street and Number. More rtplel re-
turn mail delivery will ammred by your
enclosing an Envelope bearing 'our full ad-
dress.
I M PORTA NT.
Address M. A. DAUPHIN,
New (Weans, IA
or M. A DAUPHIN,
Worthington, D. C.
ordinary letter, sontal ming Mos KV OK
11ER isteted by all Exprese Companies, New
Yorg Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
Address Regis:terra LettersContaining Cur
remy lo
N:EW ORLEANS NATIoN.11. RANK,
New Orleans. La
'• It ENI EM HEIL. that the mem of prize
OU kitaNTEED BY Fol'It NATIONAL
BANKS of New ...demist. and tire ticketaare
Pr.-stment nn Itnnt1telin..
whose chartered rights are reeornited In the
higheetCourta: therefore. trews re of all imita
Dons r anonymous schemes."
ONE tOLLAR is the priee of the smallest
part or fniction of a Ticket ISSUED BY Us
in any drawing. Anything in our name of






A farm at Pon I'. o., of loll acres .%1 I good
land. Dwelling. storehouse and school-
!' tuse. Improvements all new. Will sell at
a bargain or exchange for city property In the
eh, of ilopkinsvi Ie.
A tract of land eituated at (7rofto
Ky., eontaioing 120 acres, 10 acres in-
side of corporate limits of Crofton,
ta) avres cleared and under a good
fenee, and 40 acres in good timber.
Good dwelling and all necessary out-
building's anti large sliedded barn
suital•le for toteteeo or stock. A well
of lasting water convenient to house
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
A tirst-elass business house for sale
on re usonable tenet', eituated on S.
'or. of 9th and Clay Sta., Hop-
kinmville, Ky.
A farm of 125 acres, situated Ite
miles south from Hopkineville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Iniprovemente
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 scree
in timber
For sale. lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. Theee tote are
well located and are situated west
and east of It. It. :rack.
htcPhersen hest situated on ̂ truth
elite of 15th St., nriukinsville Ky.
11 desirable lots tor sale. Situ tted
on east side of Clan eville St., in
Hopkiusville, Ky.. be-tinging ter the
Wallaers heirs, and be.ng a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 10,5 acres miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-
proved, sell at a hargaite
400 acres of land a n.iles south of
Hopkinsville, to- sale. Im-
provement good and land first-clams sALE
Terms reasonahld




" East of ill'rloarklise:ille 'St., tor
I
ale.
dwelttug ta-a•esstt 0.,f Virginia St.
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm St. at a bargain.
1 dwelling on East Litwrty Street.
1 dwell lug on East side of Virgi is 1St.
1 dwelling near Clarkeville St.
1 dwelling on West side Of S. Vito St.
1 residence on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. ti roonie and all neces-
sary out-buittlings. Terms easy.
1 remidence on West side of North
Main St., I lopkinsville, Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildings.
Will sell at a bargain.
FOR It F:NT.
CASTOR IA
for Infants and Children.
oCasitoriaisso well adapted to children that Cast ells cures Colic, C0010010.
I reassmasoa aim superior to any preacriptioe Sour 81-?cLum'll, Di"Tb€611. Erucia#4°11.
Kills orma, gives sleep, and promotes di-
liaiewalome." H. A Ascent, M. D.,
111 So. oxford St , Brooklyn, N. T. Witrirtutimutiurious medkation.
Tea Ciketara COIMPANT, 77 Maw Street., S. Y.
W. B. A./LA -SON;
-AGENT FOR-
Walter A. Wood Harvesting Machines,
COMPRISING
Single-Apron Binding Harvesters, Enclosed
Gear Mowers. Light Enclosed Gear
Reapers, Junior Sweep Rake
Reapers, Hay Rakes, Etc.
More than 66,000 wore Sold Last Yee
Ale° Headquarter's for Rutted-11 tic Co's New Threeher,
"THE MASSILLON CYCLONE,"
The Best Threshing Machine yet Built. and the Russell Portable, Traction
and Self-Contained Engines and Saw-Nlills. Likewise Handles MeAvoy &
Gillen's Celebrated
31Et.4=0.11 1C1 4011 .1:C."1'ES.
Patronage of the Farmers of hristiau and Adjoining Counties Solicitde
Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE,
Sate horses and elegant turnouts. Patronage of commercial traveleie
691 icited.
garAlso orders taken for coal.








20 Patterns L▪ ovely China
to .55 and .90.
All Our French Novelties
1.
14















Dress Gingham worth 12i
10
A BeaLtiful Line of Calicos worth 08i






A Big Drive in Carpets, Rugsand Lace










































The best $2.00 Ladies Shoe on earth for the money.
full line of Stribley & Emerson's Sho3s at bottom pr'
Everything in the Notion Line can be found in our h





-ALSO AN ELEGANT LINE OF
goods, White Goods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes
And Furnishing Goods.
MORRIS COHEN,
Shyer's Cornei - - Hopkinsville,
3
1 dwelling on Campbell St.
14 
" 10th and llarksville St.
1 *1 
" South side 9th St.
I II 
" OM St.
5 room house teed side Jessup Av-
enue. Price $11.50 pei month.
Ileans place situated on east side
North Main St. Large lot with sta-
bile.
Poindexter plate, situated 011 west
tilde of South elmiti St. Litre( house,
iservatitm rooms and etable.
:5 room house, Tenth and Clitrkit-
Ville so.. et_ Priee $12 per month.
hot iosse-A lient I it allil JO(
eOrlier of Liberl y anti 1001 Ste.
INSURANCE.
'We write all classes- of fire
and tornado insuranee atol
prompt Settle:lit-Ws lit case
id loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission,.
Loans negotiated, houses
I en ted and roots collected;
• i.roierty listed with us for
sa!e ad vertised free of charge
to ow,,,,,
Callis Walacc,
Villr01114.1. ill romps lately men-
, 04-41 hy post-donee.
Illopkinsville. - - Hy.
GIIEZTE.A.9r
OF CITY LOTSI












Located on high, g loud. entirely above ovarflow; between the Tennessee
rl lid risers. I 'omens.- deor.s.ts lir is ti Hematite lire. TWelve 14eama of Coking and
Sten to Cont. l'Itlekesa seen, 7 feet. Flre !trick mitl other clavs: Limrstene ini csose prox-
imity It. mirth aa forest of Virgin Timber rif all kinds. Water and rail transportation
fa 1111,411,pnio.r.t. iinperloa I.,ea Ion rim Instittlactur11111 of ever, description. Two
leo?. 11141 111/11 E. ern tee meisrcon..11114.1'..!1 1:11.1neng and Residence Rooms tinder way.
1411.1i.tr, 16 b. st•tt le, r r kr,..1 'he CCIChi dted cement gra el 1.1./ k imam.
A rc:IN ENCLAND FNTER8FISE.
EX C U ES I C 1\T /E4,WTH. MAY 17
•••••••••••
jd Pair% for all Pellets. tor Prospectus, etc., Address
Grand Rivers Cc In Grand Rivers, IC37,,
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goruottigo. A Railroad First. THE CITY OF HOPKINSYILLE.
At the Citizens meeting last night
the voice of the people svaa heard Isn't It rather strange that i»any peo
through the must eartoot and eloquent ole who fleet eaw the light a Rhin the
champions of progress. The retire- limos of It VI1:0 were
senfative husinees men of this oilY reared and educated here, and who
eat leered at I tee roma house It) tits- ohou'd have iirtawn in w i t h every
CUSA a propo.ition looking to ilo• es- breath a hive for the city rt pride in lo r .Inlin I. I ;al.. ‘114•1444 41 alikil NiViV
(*With Weill Uffil operation of a s•yee 
tem of water works+. The preesi-
progrt.,,sand increasing Imp: in her fee ,
tion, effered by a foreign company
p
, turegreatnese, should now be so ilea """ni) Aft'iracriti;o:Itell."11". "f
was heard aud given as much (emeriti- to her beauties,so indifferent cencerdn
, eration as it merited. Its advantages
from Louisville aud %via spen4 some i were weighed against its dieted vent- ' -
lug her future? Every stranger, who County Attorn.sy John W. Peyne
I led either by inclination or beeriness I went to 
Barker s %l Ill Monday to
ela s with his father, a ho is no better. ! ages. It was found a tinting and i he attend a eourt of inquiry with refer-
of the publieationa The prohibitionist+ won in al 
the
Ilep- : have done. They ailed
i 14,00t, em miy, ow I; ri,du)i., :1:411r with1a i „Dildelitaiihil Hopk itiat'il le, Di impreesed I enee
one yoice, sal iiiion:is they shotlIii • Wit Ii the. city and phased with Its Albert W ills w hose liattiy Wan dragged
furnish the Weekly N the ma sterions murder of
prices iudicated: . county coniests held Saturday. build lags, its 
beautiful from West Fork creek tee weeks ago.
Mae..... ' kills, Hardin, Caldwell and Legate all 
business wily, without paesion 4.r pr.- eourt wait eonducted by Squire
i lei ' judicr, and rejeeted it becauee t he Thomas
tired
 Barker and HI great was i he
went dry by inejoroies ranging front i• people do not desire wet •r works (in-
AN Ex( ITINu CHASE.
-
A Court el Inquiry D'stelved by a
Prionier•e Break For Libel ty. .
Dr. Me DAV it t Dentht. ()Mee over
Kelly's. denthiam.
wail to pr--Itleet eleeigies, at
Hopper Boo.
Webster's Unabridsed 1),ctienary,
$2.00. Indexed, $2 50, at
HOPPER Buts.' B Kik Store.
Rev. John 0. Rust has returned 1
• 120 150 up to 2000.
.• Prof. J. B. Fitzhugh, principal
4-11 the Church Hill Academy, is makingtie. See
i extensive preparalons tor his rot
*Se'nual exhihition a hid, will be held





Mrs. S. L. Bowling is visiting Mrs.
A'ex Warefield.
Rev. J. H. Perry, of Fairview, was
In town Monday.
Goe. W. Edwards, of Howell, was
in the city Wednesday.
Gentry Hillame, of Birmingham,
spent Sunday in the city.
Mr. J. J. C. McKnight, of Garretts-
burg, was in the city Monday.
Mrs. Thomas Graham, of Cesky,
Was shopping in the city to-day.
Mies Nanuie Barnes, of A Beltsville,
is the guest of Mrs. Itichie Burnett.
Miss. Hattie Rives, of LaFayette,
i• visiting her uncle, Mr. W. E. Rags-
.. Ie.
Meesers. E P. and Lucian f 'atop, of
To nton, spent Wednesday Iti ,he
4'
Miss Willie Barr, of Bowling
Green, is the cut st of Miss Susie
Tandy.
.Ir. Geo. 0. Thompson is attending
.e Baptist Convention at Fort
a% firth.
• M. Baylor Hickman, of Louisville,
.psut Sunday with his father's
ouily.
Miss Sadie Frankel is visiting the
fleitily of her uuele Mr. M Levey, at
Miss Msi Wale has returned from
• pleesaut visit to ielatives in
4 tarksville.
W.T.Wadlington, a leading farmer
o: the Gracey vieiui y, was in the
• iy Sunday.
Mrs. Milton Gaut, of Owensboro, is
I guest of her mother, Mrs. Ben
aeoptor11.
Dr. James Bowling and wife, of
N1-11Ville, are the guests of the family
. I Dr. B. S. Wood.
M.J. John W. Breathitt left Mon-
d or on a business trip to Louis-
a Hie and Boattyville.
Mrs. NVootton aud daughter, Miss
M si, of South Christian, were in the
I e•ty yesterday.
Mrs. E. A. Wilson and daughter,
Nannie. of Howell, were in the
C tor shopping yesterday.
Mr. Robert Henry Brown, eon of
M s T. F. Brown' is attending the
Po •glikeetesie, New York, Business
C eirge.
•elee. Sarah Clark and daughter,
Mos Kate, and Master Clark Tandy,
o. Lexington, are visiOng relatives
thie city.
- Judge J. I . Landes, wife and
deughter left Morning for Sara-
ee, te attend the Presbyterian
C• nvention.
Mr. S. K. Grundy, of Augusta,
A -k.. Is •Ireitlisg relatives In this city.
N' . Grundy is a-ell pleased with his
.1 kansas home, and his friends here
rej ;ice in his prosperity.
Rev. Mr. Kellar, of Bardstown,
arrived in the city Tuesday sad is
e,sisting Mr. Nourse in a revival at
the Ninth street Presbyterian
Church.
ok. What I Comb.
Vi va I heed the warning? The
t1 eerstens of the sure approach
n, more terrible disease, Con-
ere et:natation. Ask yourselves if you
ea a affOrd, for the sake of saving 51)
cent+, to run the risk and do nothing
to.- it. We knew from experience
tteet ehiloh's Cure will Cure your
C ettgli. It never fails. This explains
a lay more than 3 Million Bottles
were sold the past year. It relieves
Croup and Whooping Cough at once.
Mothers do not be without it. For
Lime Back, Side or Chest, use
eleilon's Porous Plaster. Sold by
WYLY & lionatoorr.
When Baby was sick. we gave her (*Moe&
When she was • Child. she cried for Coated&
When she became Mae, she clung to Caatoria.
When 'be had Children, she gave them Castor*.
TOBACCO SALES.
IIOPK I NSVILLE.
Sales by Wheeler, Mills & Co., for
l'••• neck ending May 7th, 1890 of
3; Hogsheads of tobacco as follows:
27 Miele. medium to low leaf, $800
7 25 7 00 7 10 7 00 6 90 6 80 6 75 6 50 6 60
tri 5 80 5 50 5 60 5 26 5 21i 5 10 5 40 5 10
• 5 00 4 75 4 55 4 50 4 00 4 75 3 30 3 50.
iS libels. Juice, 2 .1.1 to 110.
1 Wel rotten trash, 65 eta.
"flee market was decidedly stronger
soli higher. Good sound leaf brought
beeter poems than any week for
twelve months. 'The near approach
.ef the time for letting of the Regie
(-entree-is, May 31et and June 6th, DI
Ils !,..ual strengthening price* for a
b'.-is, me which bids an to be based.
We consider the next three weeks
the inolit favorable time in which to
well and strongly advise our friends
Ii do so.
4
Sale* liy Nat Gaither Co , for the
week • rolieg May 7, of 57 Ilogsheads
as fellows:
13 Idol. medium to good leaf. $9 75
MINI 7657 51 7257 Oh 7 CO 7 Oh 6 90 6 60
6 10 690 C 00.
(1 hints. 4,141 leaf, 7 40 7 306 sO 6 60
0 44) 6 30.
hhdoo. common to medium leaf,
400 to'(; 00.
is WAIL common to good lugs, 1 ;SO
t 4 00.
Market active and higher on all
r.-
by H. Il..1bernatby, for week
ending May 14th. of 7$ libels., as
low :
4 i bled+ medium and low leaf, $8 06
7 74I7 49 7 00 7 00 6 90 675 655 6 /.0
K 251. 406 005 Isla 5 80 5 :15 5 40
4,h.54)0 5 00 20 :i IV 5 25'5 30 500
5 er 0 a 00 5 104 WS 4 90 4 90 4 SO 4 75
4 7 S 4 60 4 40 4 2O 4 25 4i1) 400 4 10
4 ee 4 003 95 3 90.
hhits. lugs from $1 50 to 4 00.





The foundation for the uew Nloayou
Block is nearly completed and the
brick work will be commenced a
few weeks. This will be one of the
baudsomeet atm most substantial
blocks of buildings in the city.
A young man named Morgan faint-
ed in J. H. Audersou's store yester-
day afternoon and it was thought for
a time that his life was in danger.
A physician was summoned, oho
soou restored him to consciousness.
A pjcuie party composed of the
young people of Pembroke and vicin-
ity has Leen organized for a trip to
Red River Bridge in Robertson coun-
ty, Tenn. They helve chartered a
car for the oecarion and will leave
thi 4 ntornii g.
Tuesday was the day set by Judge
Winfree for t ie examination of
young Harry Clark for cutting J. V.
NIatt hews at Gracey last week. Clark
appeared and waived examination
aud was held over to the circuit court.
Matthews was on hand to give iu his
evidence if the trial had beeu en-
tered into.
The ordinance rescinding the
franchise granted S. H. Turner and
his associates for building and
operating an electric light plain in
the city of Hopkiusville has been
repealed. Arraugements have 'wen
made by oleic', the plant will be
erected and put into operation within
the next ninety days. The Nita' ERA
will have some information for its
readers concerning this matter in a
few dasa which will show up certain
citizens in an uuenv able "light."
Providence Bugle :-Mr. James
Breathitt, the mail clerk on the
Providence Branch read, is off on a
leave of absence visiting relatives in
Hopkinsville, and will be absent for
three or four weeks. Jim is one of
Uucle SatuOr most worthy officials.
He is attentive t-) busineor and
reliable in the discharge of his duties,
and is a young man of excellent
deportuueut and is liked by every one
who knows him. During his absence
his place is filled by Mr. Rowland, of
Evansville.
A white woman, apparently thirty
years of age, giving her name air Irene
NIcFatridge, fainted on Main street
Tuesday afternoon and was taken
into custody by the police. When
carried before Judge Winfree she
stated that she had walked front Hen-
derson and was endeavoring t reach
Edgefield where she claimed to have
relatives. She was provided with
money for purchasing a ticket and
sent to Edgefield at the county's ex-
peulW.
Miss Laura Gary died Monday
eve at the home of her father, Mr.
Dock Gary, on the Cox Mill road, three
miles south of the city. Miss Gary
has been sick of measles for several'
weeks past but no appsehension was
felt until several days ago, when the
disease settled on her brain, and she
grew rapidly worse until death re-
lieved her. Miss Gary was in the
sixteenth year of her age and was the
center of a wide circle of friends
whorl; she had won and retained by
her graces and gifts.
Precinct conventions will be held
throughout the county to-day to
select delegates to the county convec-
tion which meets in this city Satur-
day to instruct for candidates for
Clerk of the Court of Appeals and
Superior Court Judge. The State
Convention to nominate a Clerk of
the Court of Appeals will be held in
Louisville, May 25th, and the district
convention to nominate a caudidate
for Superior Court Judge will be held
in Bowling Green June 11th.
UP-
Dyspepela and Liver Complaint.
Is it not worth the small price of
75 cents to free yourself of every
symptom of these distressing com-
plaints, if you think so call at our
store and get it bottle of Shiloh's
Vitalizer. Every bottle has a printed
guarantee on it, use accordingly, and
if it does you lio good it will cost you
nothing. Sold by W YLY & BURN k.-rr.
Much interest is being manifested
in the series of meetings now in pro-
gress at the Ninth Street Presbyterian
Church. The pastor is being assisted
by the Rev. Mr. Keller, of Bardettown,
Ky., and services are held twice a
day; at 4 o'clock in the afternoon and
8 o'clock in the evening. Mr. Keller
is a man of marked ability, and is an
eloquent and forceful speaker, and
all who have heard his discourses
pronounce them both interesting aud
edifying. We trust that his labors
in this field may he crowned with
success.
Mercury and Calomel.
Injudicious use of mercury in the form tit
cal el or others Ise leaves %er - injurious
after viTs-cts. Much of the chores" tnat af-
flicts humanity Is In persistent use of
this isoison. The various functions of the
body berome Impaired lo Its use and even t he
4:40ilea sometimes heroine affected, causing
Relies and a general feeling of uebillts and
distress .Atiyone who has used 041krinel or
mercury in ..ny of It4 forms will do well to
MI ow It up with a use of 
.,
Bull's Mars.-
parlils. excellent allenithe loonier-
the evil effer's of resurcury mut other
mineral polmom. It is on, posen of strictly
vegetable Ingredients, and there Is nothing
n its rompoisition that will harm the most
delicate. tiks,s1 hesIth invaria,ly ho low* Its
use.-Springnelti H e.iui h Jot mat.
JaIllea MeKetizis.
On another t.age of this issue will
be found the ;tames of more than
four hundred of Christian county's
most influential citizens annexed to
eall upon the Honorable James A.
McKenzie to become a candidate for
the Democratic nomination to the
fifty-second Congress from the second
Kentucky district.
This iudoreement, coming from
those who appreciate his great ability
and recognize his public services, is
a eplendid tribute to the man and the
statesman. But It means more than
this. It means that the Democracy
of the Refen is in 'need of such men
upon the floors of Congrele; that the
present erieis demands the presence
of the party's attest advocates, its
shrewdest parliamentarians and its
Immo. aggresive debaters. The Dente-
! prate of this comity recognize in Jae.
..O. NleKenzie such a man and its
dee Wni. H. Turtney & Bro leading men have given expression
• oo. E • pliant warehouse for the to their wishes in the New ERA Of
• k (+fling May 71h, 1440, of 50 to-day.
ii'- :'.hi' ash as foilowb:
ii I,lnIs 'tied I il leaf, $9 75 9 25 7 60
7 51) 7 .7) 7 OI 6 0 50 6 10 6 00 6 00.
I-, boil-. • 01111i ..... and how leaf, 580
5fillilsis2Ointa)5415004904754 80
49' 50 4 49 4 30 4 30.
s his.. good Inge, 3 50 3 50 3 50 3 40
34 40 3 25 3 10 3 00 3 00 3 00 3 00.
ra I he. am (num lug*, 2 95 2 90 2 75
2 7. 2 si0 2 50.
15 herds. common legs and trails,
120 2 tN) 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 00 2 GO 190 100
2 t°0 1 frO 1 75 1 50 1 60 1 60.
Bucklers's Atr,f;s1 • i
The Best Salve in the world for
'uts, Bruises, Some, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Teller,
'Implied Hand', Cin blithers Corns
and all Skin Eruption'., and positively
mos Piles, or no pay required. It is
euaranterd to give perfect matisfae-
Lion, or money refunded. Price 25
melts per box. For sale by H. B.
Varner.
' der the conditions wit eh It imported.
It is it s gniticant tact thst every
citizen who a-a- yelled upon for hie
views wit It refers nee to the pi °level-
tion took occasion in the emirate of
his remarks to speak in unqual-
ified term% of the aboal int-
portauce of a competing railroad
to the eommereial interesda of Hip-
kinsville. And it is tern more signill-
cant that these sentiment+ were
loudly and warmly iedorsed by every
man of the latge eathering. This
was Ho railroad 11114..14 lila. It
was eaPed for another purpoos but
the thought which wait upper-
most and the one moving unpulre
could not be stifled or suppressed.
''A RAILROAD FIRST," was unani-
mous.
The sense of this meeting
Is the sense of the people of Ilopk juin
Ville, regardless of race or party. The
old ardor is not dead ; iii the embers
of disappointment the spark of hope
still smoulders and wants only en-
couraging fuel to hen into activity and
life.
Conte to the front with a feasable
practicable elan for relief and see a
revival of enthusiasm more intense
more determined than ever before.
"fired All the Time,"
;,,,ay Homy pour Dien and at en,
who seem overworked, or are debili-
tated by change of gramme climate or
life. If you could read the hundreds
of letters praising Hood's, Sarsapa-
rilla which come from people a horst
it has restored to heattn, yeu would
be convinced of its merits. Ae ihis
is impossible, why not try HOOil'd
Sarsaparilla yourself and thus real-
ize its benefits? It will tone and
build up your system, give you a
good appetite, overcome that tired
feeling and make sou feel, as one
woman expresses it, "libe a nee,
ereature."
*10,000 Damage Suit.
In the Common Pleas (Omit WeO-
neselay the ease of Emmett Gant's
adrninistratrix against C. W. Met-
ealfe, M. C. Forbes and others came
on for hearing. This is a cult for
$10,000 damages. Emmett Grant, a
colored boy about eleven years of age
was killed by a traction engine on
the morning of Nov. 10, 1813S. The
plantiff bases her action upon the
fact that the engine came from the
Metcalfe Works and was at the time
of the accident operated by agents
aud employees of the Metcalfe
establishment. Several wagons be-
louging to M. C. Forbes & Bro. were
attached to the engine as it pulled
throueh the streets. Emmett Gaut
was one of the many boye who
climbed upon the engine and wagons
as they moved along. The case was
dismissed by the court after hearing
the evidence.
There is more Catarrh in thls erec-
tion of the country than all other dis-
eases put together, and until the last
few years Was suppesed to be incura-
ble. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and pr,' 
scribedlocal remerliee, and by con-
latently failing to cure wi h based treat-
ment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
requires; enlist itutioual treatment
Hall's catarrh Cute, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
is the only constitutional cure on the
niarket. It is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces 'if the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any caw
it fails to cure. Send for circulars
and teseimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY tit CO , Toledo, 0.
Dr Sold by Druggists, The.
Grace Church.
The recent effort to pay the debt so
long resting upon Grace( 'Imre)), has
resulted in a complete suecees.
When $800.00 had been raised from
he congregation, including $O.00
by the Ladies' Guild, Mr. John C. La-
tham, of New York, gave his assist-
ance in a generous contribution of
$450 00, the balance needed to make
up the whole amount. His gift to be
used in the name, aud for the sole
benefit of his mother and sister, who
are members of the church.
Among the many noble benefac-
tions to his native place, not one has
called forth a deeper sense of love
and gratitude than this last croaning
act of his goodness.
Again may be echoed the 'sentiment
used on a farmer occasion of great
pride to the community, and which
added honor to his name-
Not for the meed of praise
Did he Oats deed of love;
But on a bright, unfailing page,
"ris registered above."
CATARRH,
Catarrhal Deatiteas--Ilay Fever. A
hew II Treatment.
Sufferers are not g,lito ally aware that these
diseaseaare contagious. or that they are due
to the present e of living punishes in the lin-
go( membraue of the nose and eutitachlan
tube,. Micniseopic research. however, has
proved this to be a fact, and the result 0( 1105
&Risme ry is that a simple remedy has been
formai sled whereby catarrh, catarrhal deaf-
ness and hay fever are permanently cured In
'Him one to three simple applleations made at
tome by the patient once in two weeks.
N. B -This treatment is not a snuff or an
iintment; both have been discanled by repu-
table tans as injurious. A pamphletthymic
explaining this new treatment is sent free, on
receipt ol stamp to pay postair-, by A. H.
Dixon & Son. ir.57 and :tie We•t K iug St., To-
ronto, Camida.-Christion Advocate,
Suffer( re from Catarrhal troubles should
carefully read the above.
3.11- .0. d.ly
SHOT AT THE CON DUL1 OIL
A Tramp tilliyaes Ills Mark and
Wounds a Child at Guthrie.
At an early hour Tuesiday iii r..ing a
shooting affair which came near
terminating fatally, occurred at
Wehrle while a South bound frieglit
anarse switching on the side tracks, the
conductor noticing that one at the
cars was unsealed, was in the act of
drawing the their and reeling it,
when a burly tramp who had
secreierl Pi the car drew a
pistol and fired upou the t re offieer.
The bullet peered through the con-
duclor'e elothing just grazing his
person, and burled itself in the thigh
of a little. boy who was standing near.
'flee tramp at mice jumped front the
ear fled to the woods, and succeeded
in effecting his escape. The child
was taken into a neignigaring build-
ing where the wound was &creed by
a pies bician.
The names of the parties senile] not
be ascerteite«1. There is great
indignatioe at Guthrie and if the
would be murderer is captured there
I. strong probability of a necktie
party.
he Hest Result.
Every Mgr* talent employed in pro-
ducing Hot d'e Sarsapae illa is et• ictly
pure, and is the best of its kind it is
loormible to hilt.. All the roots and
herbs ary carefully se-keyed, tier-
tionally exandeed, and only the best
retained. So that from the time of
purchase until Hood's Sarsaparilla
is prepared, everything is carefully
watched with a view to attaining the
best result. Why don't you try it?
Snipping party to-noorrow night at
Anderson's store by the ladies of




Intereet aroused lay the murder that
people for many miles around flocked
to the ;write to hear the testimony of
the various witnesses. About fifteen
witnesses were exantined, their state-
ments vars ing, ermine, hug and crofts _
hug to elicit its extent that it wee next
to impossible to arrive at an intelligi-
ble theory as to the murder and its
anther. It was clearly t•Viilf.lit. dur-
ing the ene ire progress of the trial
that the wittoosse knew more. than
they eared; to give up. Their guarded
amid evasive answers, to the quemtious
ealculaterl to draw out the informs-
tion desired, their steepieiete+ actions
upon the stand, al1.1 their evident ;se-
cret fear of aromething behind the
scenes, all went to strengthen the
opinion thst, alien thetacts are final-
ly brought to the surface, the details
of the crime will furnish material for
some "mighty interebtin readin."
Many of of the most importaet wit-
nesses are thermielves suspects and
upon the shoulders of several of them
the eentiment or the indigusnt com-
munity, whether justly or not, has
fixed the guilt.
Just before the court adjourned
John Perkins, a witness and a euepect
whose conflicting statement++ and sus-
picious actions, had made hitt) eon-
elections during the progress of the
inveetigatiots milked permission to
step into au apartment adjoining the
court room for a drink of water.
Scarerly Ititil lie disappeared behind
the door when lie made a Wald angle
for the woorls. The court was im-
mediately diseolved and officers, wh-
ile-seem, speetators resolved themselves
Into a posse and joined the
Sheriff in the 1.11a144... The fugi-
t i vi' dashed like a I rightened
deer through the forest lind thick un-
dergrowth, closely pursued by the ex-
cited crowd. After a r ace of fully
one half mile he was recaptured and
given over to the sheriff who brought
him to this city that night. Next
niorning lie was brought out for ex-
amination and in default of bond rent
to jail.
l'erkins is about forty-five years
old, rather tall and slender. His
features are Indicative of little intel-
ligence; in fact, his whole manner is
that of an ignorant child "of super-
stition.




Comniend to public approval the
California liquid fruit remedy Syrup
of Figs,. It is pleasing to the eye,
and to the taste and by gently acting
on the kidneys, liver mil bowels, it
eleanees the sy...._•._stem • effectually,
thereby promoting the health and
comfort of all who use it. 
Wherear+ at a meeting of the stock-
holders of the Christian County
Driving Park held at the office of
R. H. Holland in 1-lopkineville, on
the fifteenth (lay Of March, 1890, it
was unanimously ' resolved that
the charter of said eanipany should
certain changes an alteratione in
be made, such as hereivatter appear,
and the directors of said company
were instructed by said stock-holders
to take the necessary steps for
making and pert-ethos euch changes.
Now t herefore
TAKE NOTICE
that the fellowine changes and
amendments are hereby made in the
elearter:
1st. 'that the name of said Chris-
tian County Driving l'ark be changed
to that of the lerist:ati County Fair
Ageociation, by which it shall le
hereafter known.
2nd. 'I'llat section twe:ve of the
originat charter be so changed tend
amended sae to limit the directors of
said cornianny to nine instead of bevel'
as3he.retil hatf.:ri.•rd section fifteen of said
original charter, which provided that
the secretary and treasurer of said
eonipeny esdeeted from aiming the
direetors thereof, be changed and
amended so as te allow tile directors
to select for the popition elf secretary
and treasurer any suitable person
whom a majority of said directors
nifty desire and elect.










C. W. W art'.
PREFERRED LOCALS
PIA Trip
If you are going to
buy a pump call on me







WE WILL BEGIN OUR FINAL
Wind-Up Sale,
Thrs[lay, May 15th.
and eontinue mitil our entire stock
Is sold out. Below is a list of Bar-
gain..
MEN'S SHOE;
W. L. Douglass $3.00 Shoes
Wittd-up Price .. $1
W. L. Douglas hand-mink 4 00
Shoes, NVinti-up Price
W. L. Douglass ...2.50 Shoes,
w helot p Priee 
Henan & Sons Hand Sewed 6 50
Shoe., Wind-op Price
Ilatititl Lk. Soft% .......5.00 Shoes
Witideiti Prier
Rockland Southern Tie 3.00
Shoes. Wind-up Price .
FOlwin (lappOe Pat. Leather
5.00 and 6.00 Shoes, Wind-
up Price ... .
A few large sizes Iii 2.(8) end







Say! What is the
I Mill Still Grinds tower Prices
I mattcr with you bring-'log your engine in at
once t)fore I Ile
limm..niber in the busy
season the fist come
i first served.
J. J. METCALFE.
liorse-elsoeing of all styles done by
Wiii. Leo he Repairing by C. Jack-
son. All work guaranteed. Give us
a call. csoreer Sixth and 'Virginia
streets.
Whig-up Shirt Sale.
A few sizes in Gold Lauudried
eleirts. .......... .
A few sizes in Silver Laundried
Shine. ......... . .
A few SiZI'M in Gold Unlatill-
ailed Shirts .. 02'se
A few sizes in Silver l'ulauto
dried Shirts. . .... 50s
Best Boy's Uulaundried Shirts 3.5s
FERTILIZERS!
Made to suit the soils
and crops are the best,




Flannel Shirts at Half
Price.
Bargains in Summer Clo-
thing, such as Alpaca Coats
and Vests, in Frock and
Sack, Serge Coat-3 and Vests,
Flannels, Mohairs and every
style of Summer Gfiods, at
our Wind up Sale.
M. FRANKEL'S SONS,
By C. Levy, Assignee.
WIND-UP SALE.
We have about 100 Over-
coats which we are closing 
out at
Half PriCe.










at Wyly & Burnett's
All styles of Boots anti talioew made
lay Pat NIeNtannate. Shoes $6 and $7.
Repairing at reduced rates. Ninth
street near depot.
FERTILIZERS.
I am retailii.g Met-1
calfe's Fertilizers at
wholesale pl.:cos Come
At 50 per cent. on the dollar, and we aro selling them at less money
than any merchant iu town can purchase them Therefore we can sell
our farme customers a suit cheaper than any house in this city, or-
even cheaper than he could buy at wholesale if he was a merchant.
We are just receiving a handsome line of Gents, Suits for
TrEtc11. 11
In Blaci I Fancy Worsted, Corkscrew, Cheviots, Etc., made up in
Sacks, Cutaways and Pi ince Alberts. An elegart line of Cutters de Cros-
sett's Neckwear. Also a fine line of Lilly, Brocket & Co., and Spencers
& Hocker's
3E2IT%T, €131EICOMEi.
It is useless for us to mention prices, as no living man can buy Clothing,
Boots, Shoes, or any kind of goods without seeing them and comparing
prices and quality. So we invite you to come and examine, and we are
sure to sell you what you want. The famous Plymouth Rock
`310 1V1.1%.701M rirtC, CDRIC13313EIL
SUITS $14 MADE TO ORDER, FITS GUARANTEED.
er Fine Suits made to order on short notTce. Call on us before pur
chasing, and wo can save you from 25 to 50 per cent.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
Another. Interesting NON]




Look sharp friends! This story is nearing the end, and FINIS will be wrirten at the close
of a chapter before you are aware of it, and you will have lost your opportunity to get
good, honest shoes, clothing and furnishings for about half value.
Monday '61 Tuesday, May19 & 20,
at once it you want a re) pairs Olen'a Fine Calf, Lace antiConerese, plain and box toe, sizes 6 to
bargs in. I 11. Alter, Forwooll & Co's best $3 and
J. J. METCALF. E I $3.50 shoes go next Monday and Tues-I day at a round price
Try a glass of Wyly
& Burnett's Foda Wa-
ter.
Good grape or clover pasture with
ruuuing wetter. Apply to J. H. Win-
free, May-12 dim.
The most complete
line of Toi:et Articles
and Medicated Soaps at
WYLY & BURNETT'S
I desire to inform the ladies I can
and will sell them Millinery goods
cheaper than any house can do in the
city. Call and see me and be con-
vinced. MRS. CARRIE HART,
Next door to Nunrse & Nloore's.
A rice line of Dress
mings. notions, Etc.,
Goods, Dress trim--
can be found at Mrs. P.
C. Richardson's, Main
street over J. D. Rus-
sell's old stand.
Andereoe's
Electric Prophylactic will prevent
Cholera and Gapes among your
Chickens. For sale by E. G. Gaither.
FOR SALE.
A farm containing $16 acres, well
improved, 3 miles south of Trenton.
It. CARDIN, Trenton, Ky.
Mar 12-2m
For Magistrate.
We are authorised to announce
HENRY MiiRRIS
as,. candidate for Magistrate In the Hopkins-
Ntagisterial District. F:14,4.110'1 August
4th. •
Public Notice.
Having reconsidered my former annoti ere-
ment for jailer of Christian county, autklect
to the action of the Democratic pony, and
I hrough 411441141414.e of my many friends, I
hereby announce myriftlfras an Independent





As administrator id W. D. Moss, devenwed,
I desire to settlt Ills estate as speetill) as WO-
allde, and all persons holding claims idnilinit
the gal.! deeedellea penitent', y notified
I,, nie them with me prope,iy verified In FIC-
cortilinCe wit Ii late, WI'llin the next thirty
days or they will be (ureter barred, find ail
permit's to said estate are likewise
notified to forward and settle and t to•r,••
by save cost, JOHN MOMS.
Of W. 14.
May 5, 1551. is
E. F. BECKLEY, 1J, V. S.,




II. .1. Holbrook Hand l'unisel
-ISO end 4 00 Shoere W Ind-
11..111.1111'irilil7reek 3..O0 end 3.00
Shoes, Wind-up Price .
Hart, Mead & Co , timid 'firm-
ed 4 00 Shoes Wind-up nrice
Hart, Mead & Co., 3 50 and 3.00
Shoes. Wind-up Price .
Maurice Flynn, Hand Sewed
3.00 Stu it, Wind-up Priertly.1
Frank & l'r Home Made 3.50
Shoes, We ed-up Priee .
A gentleman representing Nlilo B. I Frank & l'ray Hand 
Turned,
3.50 laud :i On Shoe', Wind-
Steveus & Co., Claim Altorneye, of pp , rne ..........
1Vashington, I). C., can be seen at the W I Douglass 3 00 Shoes,
I 
. 
:'•Reno House, Greenville, Ky., 'Wed- j IN end-up Priee. 
needay, May 2s, .by eersons desiring ll. -1. Holbrook 41 ('''. "love
-
Cm a Volume Wiefieut
%Viol k.
Great curiosity was ishoun as to
who was favored by Fortune in the
Grana Monthly Drawing of the Louis-
iana State Lottery at New Orleans on
Tuesday kalways Tuesday) April 15.
(tell'Oi (4.T. Ileauregiard, of La., and
Jul) I A Earl)-, of Va., as usual gave
their personal attention to the entire
dietributiou. Ticket No. 21,303 drew
the First Capital Prize of $300,000. It
was sold in twentieths at $1.00 each.
One was held by Mrs. M. Tandy,
Nyack, N. Y.; and mo. S. Lewis,
Meriden,Conn. ; one collected through
First National Bank, Jersey City,
N J.; one held by A. S. Auderson,
Chicago. III.; one by Bell & Eysters
Bank, Duluth, Shun.; one by Otis
Edwards, Boston, Mass.; one by a
Correspondent, Verdi, Nevada; one
by Philip Reichwein, Indianapolis,
Did.; one by Felsenthal, Gross &
Miller, Chicgo, Ill.; one by Tbos. L.
Watkins. W*et End, Central S. C.;
one by J. C. Higgs, Conway, Ark, etc.
Ticket No. 27,994 drew the Secood
Capital Prize of $100,000, also sold in
twentieths+. One to Mrs. Bernard
Mauning, 1014 WalnutoSt., Ist. Louis,
N10.; one to James Forret, Philadel-
phia, Pa ; one to Metropoliten Nat-
ional Bank, Chicago, Ill.; one to
Richard Fitzpatrick, 318 Apple St.,
Peoria, !II.; one to II. A. Vialle,
Breton, Mass.; one to F. D. Osgood,
Heston, Mass.; one to C. H. Thul,
Chicago, Ill.; one to Thoe. Carty,
(sort laod, N. Y.; etc. Ticket No.41,-
669 drew the Third Capital Prize of
$50,000 sold in twentlethe, one to W.
H. Durham, 224 So. Front St., Phila-
delphia, Pa.; one to Auglo-Califorula
Bank, San Francisco, Cal.; one to
NIontgoinery, 33 Banker Building,
EMMAUS City, Mo.; one to L. L. Sash,
Chicago, Ill.; one to M. F'. Tabler,
Nortiorne, Mo.; one to Alexander I 0.,
National Bank, Cairo, Ill.; one to it.
B. 'Warden, 876 Dauphine St New
Orleans, Ls., etc. Tieket No. 71,08.S
drew the Fourth Capital Prize of $2.5,-
0:11. It was sold in twentieth.; also,
one to a Correspondent through NOelle
Fargo & Co.'s Bank, San Francisco,
Cal.; one to Mrs. Col. Campion Tyler,
Wickland, Va.; one to Third Nation-
al Bank, Louisville, Ky.; one to
Robt. H. Dorsey, Station Is, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, etc. All informatioe tie-
sIred can be had on applicatien to Si.
Detioltin, New Orleans, La.
people, its wealth, refine-inept and
general air of prosperity. Yet many
of our own people, wealthy citizens
at that, ere dead to all these advant-
ages, and growl and whine continu-
unity about "hard times" aud "dead
°wipe" If you have no centidence
In yourself, how can you demand or
ask for eonfidence at the hands of
others. Confide-nee begets (NMI ii.lence.
If you have no faith in the future of
your city and talk skeptically to oth-
ers regaraing its prospecte, you. can-
not expect to induce men who meau
businees to locate with you. The
trouble about our city Iles in the fact
that many of our most energetic and
public spirited men are teo easily dis-
couraged, and are too prone to become
despondent when they are not rushed
with business. They think the town
Is going to thunder whenever there
is a failure, or when some citizen
finds it to his advantage to pull tip
and tuove to a rival city. Three fail-
ures and these ehauges are incident
to commercial life, and a comparison
with our neighboring cities will prove
that Ilopkinsville more forttionte
than a large majority of her riVals.
During the pasteeyear there were
failures in Clarksts- Owensboro,
Henderson, Bowling Green, and in
fact, every city of any importance.
Likewise business men were continu-
ally shiftieg front place to place as
their interests detnanded. Only a
few weeks ago one of Clarksville's
most prontinent uterchants left with
his family for Henderson, giving as a
reason the fact that buginens in the
former place was too (lull to justify
hint in continuing lousiness there.
Hopkinsville's growth during the
past few years has been steady, safe
ant substantial in spite of the con-
tinued croaking of a few moss-backs
and growlers with which the com-
munity is cursed. Look at the build-
ing interests of this city. W'here is
there a place of like size which can
point to such rapid improvenieut in
this respect. Not less than eight
brick business houses are now tin-
der construction or contract, all of
which will be subetantial structures,
such as any city might be proud of.
An t spud number et flee reri fences
are 'saw being built, and hundreds of
laborers find employinept on good.
wages. With all these signs of pros-
perity, Cirift and energy on every
haul, yet the croakers will croak,
and the growlers will growl accom-
paniarneuts to the merry sound of
hammer and trew and niills and
whistles.
We have a speedy and positive
Cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Canker
NIoutli, and Head-Ache, in Shiloh's
Catarrh Remedy. A Nasal Injector
Ire.- with each bottle. Usie it if you
de. ire health and sweet breath.




John T. Polite to Lou Ella Antler-
SOD.
C0L051,1..
Theedore-Williannson to Anna Grif-
fin.
Lycurgus Clark to E'sie Vaughn.
Sam Gregory to Eliza Rowland.
150,000 New Farms Year.
The (ensues of Is-se Meowed that in
every year educe 1870 there has been
opeeed ite the Unite(' States on an
average upwarde 1:10,00) new farms
per year. Tidal fact explained the
inextery, for even to W11114. of the
itlatu uttieturers themselves it seemed
it leyeterv as to where all the new j
iwle binders end mowere went to. The toile's isg line make., :
W'ill Deering & et chieueo, I H. J. Hollsreok Hand Pewit!
ale ne matinfaeture between arias 5.00 Shoes, aVinsl-iiia Price
amid I hirty thousand eomplete self 
binders, and as many 'mowers; every
year, arid with reapers and various
other implements end nitatelimettor
their prod(let rung op t a matey
thousands. 1)1 course tis they stand
at the head the ',nodule of other
works is smaller, but in the aggregate
It take.' many lieW farina to make
plaevs for all.
More Penelone and Bounty.
informetion concerning pensions,
lenient .es, etc.. or having claims which
they desire to have proveeuted by I . . ......
All Our Best 2.f0 Shoes, Vlnd-
imp id attor
neys. may 16 2t








u,raii,uu,h, r Ii,, Irtin-fign 1,1,1 innry College
I of the lower an ima treated in the
latest ;111.1  t r Castra-
tion tool I lent Isury. Cal • prolItMly Iciided.
churn...reasonable. Odle.. at Jim. I.. Ellis
hi'. cry stable. T., le phone 75, Ilopk hist ilk.
ocv
A thirr Scott Niftily In ix•rfect rut-air
a-. irk log order, an loso.1 Ha a nen. engin.% all!
tw • olt1 at a bargain. .%bici a separator need-
ing repairs. but will be sold mo cheap thot
ant ime needing it separator will 11111.M a h,,ur.
va in he a. it seeing It before tin, I mi g if new one.
Will lie sold separatelv.




-one. so-- All Our Best 2 nO Shoes, Wind-
Snipping p •rty at Andereon's store up Price 
to-morrow night. Something new Every article in our 1101160 a Bar-
onet novel. gain. 
Come to see us before you
make A ItIll'ellatte•
IS id 3(Y) Shoes, Vind-up-
Price 
A !dine 2.7.0 Shoes, Wind-up
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACC STEAPAERS Low FlaTtli.
1 75. four Tr,p. prr Wrck. E/411••,11
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
1 50. Pancake, Paul, 1/••te, and LajasHuron W v Po.ta.
--
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.i
1
Ivory Wart Day Detwerrn
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
1 :19. Special Suuday TrIps Joao, July. Awruut s6,1Sevt.
Double Patty Liao Dr vrron
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSSPH, MICA,
Slates and Exenron n lirIcAra will b. fu-ntab,..k
by your Tick- Adout. 4.1 a aortal
- Ity o, L
evy, %,,ignee. I E. B. 
wenTCONS, G. P. A.. DfUlfuy.
&Aron and glovolancl fite..1•11 ace
Than Ever were known in the history of the
CLOTHING BUSINESS
Of this city. The country demands Low Prices, and we have and are
answering the call, beyond their most sanguine expectations. All who
call to see us tire pleased, and carry home more goods, ard better
goods, ano still have more money left than they expected. We wero
lucky in striking a Bankrupt Sale and bought a large lot of
7hr 4014cotialia.g auzcl. SE51i4coeta
Iii"
$2 25
roomy eanly Ntonday ntorning if you
want a pair of these; ho judging
from our tareeeding sales they won't
last 'OA Boot! Monday.
100 pairs Men's thie Southern Tiers,
broad plain toe, sizes 6 and 11, original
price $3 next Monday and Tuesday
only
$199
50 pain. mines fine Kid Button, all
No. original prices $2 and $2.50 for
next Monday and Tuesday only
990
50 pairs Ladies fine Kids, Button
assorted makes, original 'pees $2.50




500 Gents Negligee Sbirts in every
material from cheapest donets at .40e
to the Finest Silks at $4.25 everyone
25 per cent. less than real value.
Large new stock of Gent's Flu,
Silk and Gloria Umbrellas with the
latest fads in handles at $1 to $5.
Finest Bleached Drili Drawers pat-
ent elastic ankle, riveted buttons, all
sizes, usual price The our price
5043
Special drives in Genuine Balbrig-
gan French,Neck Undershirts worth
O0c for 25c and fine British Half Hose
t.iteap at 25c for
15a
Our Clothing Stock is being replen-
ished by almost daily shipments and
to secure nice form fitting clothing
every person knows you must go to
A udersion's.
'1r _31:C.D/JES: ri Xzwridoie, 1 11 1 Mt XI 3Pliggurie5am.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.,
GLASS CORNER. MAIN STREET
1 POFESSIONAL CA




HUNTXR1/00D. G. M. RATA.
WOOD & BELL
Atiorileys At LRYI.
and adJoo,ibg counties. daw 
practiee In t he courts of Christian' Ag't
tt
OFFICE IN HOPPER ttLAK,K, UP STAIRSW ller Schmitt,
D. L. JOHNSON South :-: Kentucky :-: College
Attorne . at Law.
Will pract Ice In all the eourts of tilt; com-
Mon wealt It. Office Upstairs di tin. Mel/anted




Office with Judge stcearron, neer emir
house, Hope hisv lee, Ky.
Will lintel lee in the courts of Christ Ian anti
adjoin' ng Hiu









:7•734c1.141:34:31 fcr1E3 co tine *3 IMP 2IE 41311111.
Spring Term Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889.
First-class-advantages offered in English, Science, An-
cient Languages, French, German, Music, Art, Telegraphy,
Short hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Norma.
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies boarding at the college--
irregular college classes-need not exceed $90 per term ct
live months; for young men hoarding with Prof. Kuyltei -
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course---ii
chiding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and T:sps
 _ writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and tht
1,0„., most reasonable terms will be extended-much less than
regular Commercial Colleges.
All practical educational wants can be met at ot
Kentucky College For Catalogues, Circulars and Inform a-
tion, Address,
For the Choieest Wines, Liquors.,
Beer, or Rye Whist v Li yearn old
at 15 cents a drink roil iii
R. B. HALL'S
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
- or A. C. KUYKENDALL, Vie -President.
NEXT DOOR. TO NE \V ERA.
I will treat you fair and appre-
ciate your patronage. Bourbon Whis-
ky, reel or white, $1 Ott to $4 00 per
lor 50e. per quart up.Free Lunch at all Hours. 1
FRANK FISCHER,
The Tailor AND Br/






























For 33 Years A Success
1 this Testimony then T ay
For Yens ese.f.
Proprieter.s have many ietters like this•
BETTER THAN (1U1NINE.
'Mr. M. IL Kesterson, homey Co Ark.
ve: el can Cd, tify to the feet that Hurtle
ic lathe hest chill tonic I ever tried.
aside': it better thau tee aine.:'
CUltES RON IC e'.‘S
ear. H W. Mete:seals!. Lenrel Hill. NI bet.
ists: "Your liugitee' Tonic for Chi Ile an,1
never felled yet acid I havs so it it
alfeernaleassea. It cures the
very thee "










READ WHAT HOME PEOPLE SAY:
"We, the undersigned my to the public
thet we have used the "Eagle Hog Coolers
.ie re." and have cured our hogs with It. and
do cheerfully recommend it to all parties to
be a reliable cure a preventive for cholera In
holek."
R. W. MorrLseee Owenstoro, K y.
C. H. Front.
J. W. M. Fiekl,
Geo. Smith, Livermore. Ky.
en°. ff euenion, Yelvtugton, Ky.
B. T. Paerson. ManonvIlle. Ky.
E. L. Sollenger, Hartford. Ky.
W. C. McKinley. Falls of Rough. Ky.
John H. Field, Pleasant Ridge, Ky.
S. M. Wood, Red Hill, Ky.
C. Ir. Taylor, Macedonia, Ky
tem Burn's. Ouk ford. KY•
Keep your eye on this space for new en-
d weemeni 8.
Pat ap Inoue pound boxes, so ff1,-ient fol ten
hogo-Prieettau.
Address,
EAGLE BOO CHOLER-5 MEDICINE CO.,
Owensboro, Ky.
°Mee at Slaughter ez McCull'ochs.
Pm. nins. Moo is •
pOrtfan Of Yr 1.arr1-
01.•„ Of Sale., Ohm
HO IMMO, .111.• at work n taro f,
• month 1 woo bar. a•
C. Mir • co • sinews sad pont.-
• 41 sem woks Safi • day.
(1111 wW) W. IL GoALIOult
Weems [lbw Bonloliwe. Ps..%new: ••I harm weer tams
wayeiwe Orr we Wm root.. altos
Yearirday Inn onion nose* to
tor es w 1 Fe-
lieger. OW. wineon. rod. Om yew seem oront every Wow !Ma._ Wy%mew smooches Wee•r • morale &q trs.:wk."
CitewooroiloWegptile so vied
Yam otee wow to gim etIwo tloeir Evo
mainlasallreiliellisipindbanwes=eimessisna proleWS Mart YOU is OVUM
WWWWT WIWI tow owl aim WI abase lagynnelf.
wowlwilhgneway; w• MEOWS ow WItalo dont Ioloy rate
ONO& eryweisym sr anta•fry If yoa
realim nyti oda basteste pia se On Orliterse--
Os mama • lbws' lab 1114.11110111/ tea
...is be ..1111 to rt..
Ge nagr"ra"lisima air. Croons /1•1k V.I..%
Own* mike. Wooer wool senor on ikemimed. Liwytiol Wow erwroot borne= wor Iliwom.woo OW. Lew! Wow& Big sworn *Jr wow. Aoy we tamboron. soworeal Wes Wow se ases-wie no
faidagOIMEMIT tawro, every ow waft to par,Wm. Aimee tobir emonondo onion web mornitylaw tam. Won poem await every worker. *wow ereswitergiltolowon. Lis rad an owe It o• win. Ton. motive,weir woe ino *web.. Hal inurowaiwn MVO. flref,
as Won nte .14h p.m...1w. 04
awns PorloWeaks. Mier we WA• owielods alo en us *amber. reby no Wow is &we.Adam S. C. ALLAW • tala. Lenses. Kora
SAYRE FEMALE TRIff A wriest-A Orwell in n tad day atttlatool fur y 1.mt • 4.
1 tworporattiottl Lin. ,,r tssenty years tinder
chasm* Of the preaest Principal. k indorgur aan.
.inaty , Academic and Collegiate Depart menit
Art, Ensie. jibe‘rn Lena-ilexes. and full I aal,ega-
!to Owasso. gear= et MentEnti andVanlillinelbem. Large grounds anti buildings, w;lt
ir- =e1Lagoaralling Ter clam ust ruction Sum r
eif Illaittard to thtrty-six. For catalogue
agrAyt te ReCLIELA.A...e. Primaeval.
The oaly Certain sad Ellfeetual Care
far Chile and Fever, Intermittent, Remittent,
Mike. and Malarial Fever. Dumb Ague,
Swamp Fever &ad all Diseases ongiastang
from a Torpid Liver of Malaria.
Perfectly harmless, contains so Arsenic
• Qatallais 8.11•1 caa be given to the meet
delacate person with perfect safety.
As a Tisk for Tired Feeling. Loss of Ate
mete. Headache. Nervous Depression andtem Spirits originating from Malaria. it stanch
alone and without a Paradei.
1.00 leer Tient/
liAld by rowyytata ynienally.
5. C. MENDENHALL &
sots raneanaoas.
▪ VaINSIILLE, irr 4.
For sale b y Harry B. Usti' cr
THE LADIES' FAVORITE.
NETTER OUT 01" ORDER.
If desire toparchase a gewilemscblive,
ask our agent at your place for and
=If you cannot find our afoot. writeto nee  rest address to you beiow named.
NEW HONEIINIGlikitNE aoRmicaoss.
CHICAGO a MGM eeueRE.,?Le- mute
""ese out 140.
AGENI'S WANTED
Addrees H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior it., Cleveland.
$75 00 to $250 nn A MONT II ranttli.r he made work-in t for us. Agents preferred who min fur-
ls:eh a horm and give their whole time to theDumlnees. epare momenta may be profitablyemployed also. A few vacancies in Utwnsand cities, B. Y 11-INitiCINIC CO., 1009Maloeit. Ric bittern'. Va.
N. B.-Please state age and business ex pe-rienee. Jlaser mind about 'ending stamp foirepiy. B. Y. J. Lo. dew
i owe met retail [note. We are the la
nianntseturer.li, ear line. Enclose two-
", ""tamP' A l'er"'""'  WAGESpeettioe. ao siteial,,o la ,., topostal cents. Money ad valicim
. for wage.. oulverti•ilit.. etc.
' esMee fa' Man !tiring CO, PER DAY_..





LOCLII, MO. Special attentiongime to all Winans or trou I urn tli eelsor single. brought aboto oyexeseees or imp cop riot ma
TOR Of ',years' successfulesperience. may be
t ie mace, tree of mares.
*Mourne Ovarantmd.
lobed to aeon whO













ail Poisons from the Blood,
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this prep-
aration las Na equal. . .
1:+r triralecit seetirtAs had as
eating so-e ex nny ton:rue. I•55
treated by best thy:renew;
but obtained MO relief; hie Yen
eradua.'iv ,„-,e,r 'Norte fixally
twk S. and was entirely




"T•REATISE on Blood and Skla
a Diseases mailed tree.
I HA SWIFT SPECIFIC Co.,
Adosta.Ga.
EA 1111S100111. whinersI., I.'. thlt:IAC
RIDS & MGM
forftabie. ;woman i • Mee a11 Itotta.11s• and br
eaaias Bid •ay, 0•1• lora. r1riao tot ben et genes
DETECTIVES
Wadded t every Co•Ill• Shrewd moo as art owlet bloareettlaa•
*oar Swot Storytro Iowa/near. oat .00NIBILeI Pordonani
Drumm Detective BareaaCs. if aratelliallauttil.
HINDERC0fINs.
The only sure cure for 1701est. Stops all
pain. Ensuren etsrobrrl to the feet lac. at
Druggists. Hoe-0x e Co.
A"Eyou CONS Mt ?
Have you eotorhs. brodehe is, nethma. I ude
mete's'? Use PARK Eti's TONIC
II :ins cured the werst 1•1•14-1.1 1.!1•1 Is the best
remedy for all Ills art-toe from defect ve un-
trition Take it iu lime. ale. and Stele
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Red Cross Diamond Brand.
Th. wily pM lhar_wto OM" sae
one. Ladles. sok leandst ew lb. Nee
nese Ann; is red Etalallit boa., Mil
• 111.1aoriblara. Irtatilla•64/a•as






Clean..et end lac-twit-se, the heir
Promoters a luxurliett ereeth.
I_ 
Nevin Fels to Resters Grey
' 1( Hai-I:ell "Ieltst!.f.l'ieefroti..eje,Q,_ -,- ._ _ a On.v.. 1and_ Si. or at I ;meccas.
.404•44.411111...
Pianos-Organs.
The improved method of fastening strings of
lean...tee livented by us. is one of the neat im-
portant Impro. entente ever made, makkag
the Instrument niore richly musical in
mere durable, and lees liable to get of
tu ate.
Roth the Miumn Hamlin engem. a
anon excel chiefly in that which is th le(
excellenee in any musical Instrument ell-
ty of tone. Other things. though Im ant
are much legs so titan this. An Imtir tent
with nnmusical tones cannot he good. llus-
tratod catalogues of Dew styles, int uced
this eemon, sent free.
MASON & HAMLIN
Piano and Organ Co..





.1 LOOS If: 1101. toC tram.
rite PICSAGE WAKES FIVE ALL02.
ROOT BEER.
The more A tenreTrITICI and WHOLFSOICII
T,WPERA.HCF1 DRINK in Use world
Dolor:too. and Sparkling THY IT.
Ark your Druggist or Grocer for it.
C. E. H I RES, PHILADELPHIA.
How Lost! How Rogainc.4,
KNOWNYSE114-2,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Sc emetic end Standard Popular Medical Treat ie
on the Error' of Youth,lireauieure Decline, Ners tee,
and Physical Debility, 'meanies of the itaxxi
Resulting from Folly, Vice, Ignorsnce, Excesses or
tt. rtarall in, Er erestine _e gni nnflteng the •Ictirn
tor Work, Saltines'', the Married or Social here len.
Avoid unskillful pretenders. Pewees W. t-reat
Wort It contains 3.10 pares, royal biro. Beau u I
hineing, embossed, full gilt. Price leafy k Lisi by
mail, postpaid, eoncmW plata wrapper. Illus-
trative Prospectus Free, If you apply now. lee
distineuuMed anther, Wm. B. Perko., M. D., re-
ceived eat:OLD AND JEWELLED MEDAL
fres. the Natleeall Medical Aomori/idea for
this PRIZE EeslAY en NERVOE'S and
PHYsICAL DERILITY.DePerkerend steep,
Ay.,stant sne may be consulted, colla-
tion:A:T. by mall or in person, at the (Ake of
THR PEABODY MEDICAL INNTITUTE,
Nw. Ls Mach Igo Beilstoa. Maas.. to whom all
orders fte• books or Mime for advice Mould bedirected as Move
G AB AND Gogstr.
Gathered and Given to. the Pohl's' Just
as it WA* Found.
"What do you keep in that boxr
I asked of a fourteen-year-old school
boy yesterday as he tallied from his
pocket a small tin box and hurriedly
placed something ill it. "Snipes,"
he replied, and opeuiug the bait
agaiu exhibited about a dozen half
I smoked cigarettes which he had1
collected after they had been throwo
!aside by their victims. That is a
result of the cigarette law now in
, torce. The boys call tint purchase
cigarettes front any keel dealer, but
the boys Will have cigarettes at auy
cost, at tiny risk. The aim 4.f the
law is good but it is eutirely Medi e-
live. It is very easily evaded. Why
I know several boys who have
actually rent to Clarkeville for their
eigarettes. Those who have not the
means of purchasing elsewhere must
be content to entoke item,.
• **
Speaking of bail tytiographical
breaks, the Louisville Times has
beater' the record. Ou its editorial
page in a recent issue appeared the
following paragraphs:
"For Iudiaua: Cooler, northerly
winds,it did and under the circunistan-
ces it kiiii,ailds another sorrowful asso-
ciation to the Baltimore and Potomac
depot. Mr. Beek k II a ;thin a few
feet of the brass star in the tile floor
that marks the spot where Preeident
Garfield fell wheu stricken with the
bullet of the asasesin's pistol."
"For Tennessee and Kentucky :
Slightly cooler, fair iu extreme weld -
ern, rain iu eastern portions, north-
westerly winds, fair and cooler Tues-
day. The death of Mr. Beck, occur-
ring where and rain, fair Tuesday."
DROPS
TREATED FAEL:=7."17.2Haw Mod many thowowl <a.m. Committees prow...codhope= by die best phymams. Frew Woe maropeormiWW1" ararnamf• est wo den Ina nen-Awl. n( all
TFir FilterY(,orett _ral• et1 yaw __..r,t ten ,raa to NTATTIPT T. , tol pr.datfc
1111/. IL LI. GHEE\ seNs, evLesig
and Whiskey Habits
cured at home with-
out pain. Book of par-
ticulars sent IMRE.
Atienta,Ga. °thee ItHe, Wbitehill
TO WEAK MEN
Buflerteg from the effecui of youthful errors. early
dein- y,simung weakness, lost manhood. etc.. .aa
Nod • valuate° treatise (sealed, containing full
particulars for home cure. FREE a charge. k
splendid medical work ; should bit reed by every
men etio is nervous end debilitated. Address.




• orrp-Reogoimi. sosu PIRRE
tii\ENqTF,yAiloN
T-TP P G1i. gt1I V1:Itt I 4410U
-800x TO' WO M AtreeeteleVRa
111ADRELD RE-6MM CIL ATLVITAM.
OR MEN OHM
or LOST or venni° atalf.e00111
moral gad 1, EltV01111 DZBILITY
Weakness of Body anditiaiL Effect
of Zrrorsor F.40••••• is Older Teasesae., /MOM 11•111(411011 fatty 11 ottoor•••. 11•••1• •alarintfileemeboa WIWI. I. ADC, KLOTZ,/ OM AA AA PA Enter COPTtilemO=III•04 Heil A TTTTTT T
111:Wifetionsaitioralatizwal p,aat• moiled Mooted few.maw GO.. BUFFAL0.111.




JOHNItt, 8.4 D. S, GREEN





For IS years at 37 Court Place, now at
32'2 
MarkeNtree4 11eKYLet. Tt3ird and Fourth,• ...Alertly oitarased Ina Nosily ninth N., m aiw mat a"tturootrolot, au I or.. Ott yr,. •
cares ate
DIS
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In the late issue of the Century
Magazine, Robert Burns Wilson
has au article on Theodore O'Hara
the Kentuckyy poet who wou
for himiself a lasting name and au
enviable fame in literature by that
deathless song, "The Bivouac of the
Dead.". Mr. Wilson thus describes
O'Hara, personal appearance: lie
was something above the medium in
stature, slender, graceful and well
proportioned in figure, very erect aud
military in his bearing aud quick,
wiry and decided in his movements.
His hair was black, jet blaek, and his
eyes so nearly so that there was but
a shade of difference. "I was inti-
mately associated with O'Hara for
many years," said a gentleman of
tido city who in his younger days
was somewhat of an ad vent u re r. " I
ku, w him first during the war with
Mexico, and after the army was dis-
banded I u as,oeiated with him in
that visionery scheme conceived by
Gen. Lopez for the li oeration of Cuba
and the establishment of au indepen-
dent republic. After that had failed
I saw but little of him until the out-
break of the civil war, when we fre-
quently met. Mr. Wilson's descrip-
tion of O'Hara conveys no idea of the
IllaLl'ii appearance. lie was below
medium in statue and iustead of be-
being slender, was stoutly made. His
hair was dark auburn with rather a
reddish tendency, aud his eyes were
gray. He was exceedingly athletic
ant graceful".
The candidates are hustling. They
are up at daebreak and they stay
with the boys twill the hours grow
late anti the night is far advauced.
Sleep! .Not much. There is too
much yet te he accomplishel anti
August is juet a little more thin
th ree mouths henee. There's no
time for sleep new. There are more
than 6,00U voters in Christian county
and they must be seen. Their hands
must be grasped, their (alpines intuit
be inquired for, titter bailer meet be
kissed, their daughters intist be cow-
pliweuted, the culinary skill of their
wives must be praised. There is no
time to loee. These things must be
done. They constitute a part of the
work which those who aspire to of-
fice must do. Last Monday was
County Court day and a very large
crowd of people from the rural dis-
tricts were upon the streets. A trac-
tion engine uuder full osteaiii war
driven through Main street aid stop-
ped for exhibition in front of tile
Court Horse. I u a few minutes the
interested aed curious farmers
crowded around the puffing, stook-
tug inacluut. The candidate was
there. On yes! He was there. Searee-
ly had the engine conic to a halt,
when he had mounted it allIl begun
t explain u itii emote grace and elm-
fidence the complex machinery Mud
intricate %Yorke Ito the atheirieg
"rustics gat hered nil," u
Wondered "Dote one email head
could carry all lie kuew."
Listen) et te hippies.
LAFAYKTTE, KY., May 9.1t,
The young ladies and yoling gentle-
men went to O. K., Tenn. Willi their
concert Thursday night. _ I hope
they were successful.
Mr. Joerph Beasley is quite sick at
this time with flux. I hope that
ere long he will toe restored to his
wonted health.
Mr. Joe Tree hern met with quite
an accident a few eights ago, at e! r.
It. J. Cooper's. He stepped out in
the yard just after din k and bet
knowing of an open cistern fell into
about fifteen feet of water. Boit he
was rescued without any farther
damage than a new i t bad ly
soaked.
Mrs. Ulrich ham been t.liensling
several dap+ in Louisville.
.1. It. Itoldesen is in Clarksville,
Tenu., on business.
R. J. Corothers and wife spent a
few days in your town this week.
Miss Ruth Cooper hi...the guest of
her sister, Mrs. A. J. Fuqua, this
week.
Protracted meeting temeneuces at
Herndon Sunday.
Farmers are wonderfully behind
with their wurk.
L. J. l'ureell Is out again after
several days sickness. We are glad
to see him improving.
Mr. Bente and bride came in ye,-
terdsy. They will board with I.. J.
Purcell. We weigh them succemm in
Ilfe, all pleseure aid no sorrow. --
The monthly examination ie giTnif
on to-day at the "High School."
Honor now
Report of District No. 23: Annie
May Reynolds, 97; Fannie Lou Rey-
nolds, 98; Mary Major, 941; John Ma-
jor, 95; Edward Major, 95; Ivy Mea-
cham, 9;5; UMW Major, 94; Hattie





The sudden passage by tile New
York Legislature of the bill to
abolish capital louuishment hes
started anew the old diseusition on
the subject. Meanwhile, the record
calls for some means to cheek the
crime of murder. Last year there
were 3,1%7 murders committed in the
United States and only 558 legal
executions. There were 975 lych i rigs,
and if capital punishmeut is
alarlished by law we doubt not that
mob law will be greatly encouraged.
With a chance of bringing murderers
to punishment it is impossible to
keep Judge Lynch from exercising
his power. Willi a certainty that
the most heinous and shocking
offeases will not be punished legally
1 , with death, the mob will be moreeager to mete out summary justiceOk FICE WeER CITY BANK,
CORNER MAIN AND 7Tli STS. nee,
in disregard of law.-Nashville Ban-
TH E TARIFF DEBATE.
Hon. R. y. Mills Turas Loose Ills
Battery lechitiloy Bill.
The Mask Torn Off and 'Alan)
twos and I ne5insintetivies of the
Mb *sure Pointed Out.
WASHINDT0N, May 9.-7-The long
expected tariff debate began in the
House Wednesday. Mr. MeKinky
took the dear and made a remarkably
%eel( epee, h in support ilf the bill re-
ported by the majority of he C TTTTT
tee ou W'riyir and Miaow Mr. Racer
Q. Mills, of Ts xas, retinae(' hini, and
Blade en excellent slot eelt against the
bill. Mr. Mills deelered that this was
the first, hill that had come before the
American peopla with its mask torn
off; like a highwayman demanding
their purses. [Applause.]
Mr. Mills eriticised the bill relating
to hides, tin Omits and sugar, and
then said: At length these gentlemen
were brought to their es at the
confessienal and were bound to ad-
Wit that there was widespread de-
pression throughout the agricultural
regions. What did the bill do to aid
agriculture? It put sugar on the free
list, tie ugh sll the Republicane did
not come up like little gentlemen and
take sugar in theirs. Gentlemen on
tile other side expremeed sympathy
foi tile farmer anil their zeal to relieve
the distress which they at hough ac-
knowledged surretinited the agricul-
turet. Two years ago the Demo
erats stood here and declared that the
country was on the edge of a dark
shadew. The Republieene hail ridi-
culed tide aud had said that the farm
mortgages were only a further evi-
dence of prosperity aud wealth.
[Laughter.]
Why did not the eommittee treat
sugar as it treated woolen goods aud
cotton goods and iron goods? Why
did it not put a protective duty on
sugar and compel its production
this country and carry out the pro-
tective policy? The committee had
found out that the wheat production
was in danger and had increased the
duty 50 per cent. The United States
exported 90,000,000 bushels of wheat a
year, and laat year,,,,,ft imported the
startling amount of 1.946 bushels.
;Laughter.]
The increased duty was to protect
the-American farmer against the pau-
per of India. Corn was to be protect-
ed. The United States last year ex-
ported 69,000,000 bushels of corn and
litiport-d 2,388 bushels. 'Ibis im-
mense importation must be stopped.
The committee proposed to deliver
the rye farmer from all peril. It was
goiug to speak words of comfort to
him and tell him that he would not
ha. e to torn pete with pauper labor.
How much rye did the I:tilted Statee
import •.' Six; een bushels.. [Laueliterj
Sante adventurous farmer had bought
this rye to improve his erop; and he
eas to Le rebuked for this at the Cap-
itol of his nation. He attributed to
the majority of the committee one
bold and audacious move a hich
meant the deliverance of the farmers.
They cried out, "Let tlie portcullis
fall" in order to save the cabbage
pa•ch. 'fltey had placed a duty on
cabbage, and that was to be a panacea
for all ill.. The farmer could stand
in his cablesige patch aud defy the
woi hi. [Laughter.]
This as a cabbage head bill. [Ap-
t home.) The Republicans must do
something more than this iu order to
fool farmers. The farmer understood
that they needed markets for their
product.. This bill would almost stop
the exportation of agricultural pro-
ducts and then the Republicans would
bear a storm worse Ulan a Nebrusaa
cyclone. In order to increase the home
market and give employment to our
owu peopIe the farmers must be given
access to the foreign niarkete, where
they could sell their surplus products.
Agricul' ure was chained like a galley
s;ave. ‘V lien her bowls were renileil
mid her products exported to foreign
markets the price of her products
would be increased at twine' and
abroad and the increased price would
exteuil employment to productiou iu
all departments of labor. The Judi's-
tries of the countryitad developed un-
til they produced 15 per cent. TT re
than could be consumed In this coun-
try. The surplus was constantly in-
creasing, and the questa ion was %hat
Congress was going to do about it.
The Demoeratic way wam to let dowu
the barriers and let the surplus go
out to the people who wanted it, atel
take from other iiretip'e %hat they did
tot want, and we did. There was
ofic e ay tor this country to enter
in 0 t lie contest With the world, nee
111111 was to "lay itelde every weeght
that doth beset her." The iweple
wanted a foreign market and they
were going to have it. The Itepuble
cam. might pass their bill, lout it load
a hell sate to ge througli after it left
the House and lietiate. (Applatime.1
There was a whirlpool beneath the
eurface of the waters upon which
the little craft floated.
A Wemases way.
"Idy husband doesn't chew any
more tobacco," Keel a newly married
lady to a number of friende, ••or, at
leara he doesn't where I can see hen."
"How slid you stop him r they all
asked.
"Tim morning after we were mar-
ried," begun the lady, "and lie and I
were sitting on the front porch, I
moth-eel he was ill at ease, and finale
I asked him what was the matter with
him."
••My darling," lie said, taking my
heeds. "there is somethieg I should
liave told you before we were married."
••What ie it?" I gasixel, us the elision
.of another woman swept, over me.
-Love," he answeren, "I ant an in-
veterate tobaceo chewer. Cull you.
will you forgive tile?"
As he limelied, I slipped my hued
from his, and drawiny, out a box of
snuff and a brush, I stud:
"Oh, John, I'm ao glad you spoke
of it. for I'm nearly crazy for a elip."1
"His fare %MD a picture, I can tell
you, and in tem elan three nsinutes
we had (leered tete it eleven' compaet
to forever 8111bIal II from the wee.d."
••And did you really us: snuff be-
fore you were married(' asked one of
the ladies.
"No," answered the wife, "but I
was fixed for John."-Allanta Cots
mtitutiou.  _________
--stearepreraus.
In Bermuda the soldier crate...aerie
heavy sheik up the lulls t o otizzla fie
ewe give/gists. A nothe • -cisealimbs
1.at...L.
the mangrove trees. A a lore crab ill
the t'ape Verde Islaed mayeebe seen
runedege_along Tire a piece of paper
blown by a baron wind." In Anvil-
'owe Island there aro crabs which
"climb up to the tep of Green moun-
tain, slid the larger ones steal the
young Intila from their holes and de-
vour them." The itillrous robber crab
of the Philippines, that cracks and
eats cocoanuts. Ls itself routed out of
its hole and feasted on by tele wild
swine.-- Edinburgh Review.
-
now to Mush to Order.
A new blush has been inventeel by
some ingenious individual. It can be
laid on half an liour or so before it is
required Us act, and can be set, like an
:darns clock, to go off, or, rather, to
emit; on, ut a certain time. This ts a
dateeerous and effective weapon to
piece ill the armory of a beauty whose
natural blushes are of the past, but the
resources of science ere, apixtrently,
unfathimiable. A ne* toilet poe-der
is announced isi the same category
which "defies perspiration." If this be
true the remarkable invent'  may
ale) loe said to defy bygiene.-Londou
Deily News.
Sugar nod 1144141.6.
An Italian engineer recently announced
the discovery that sugar is an efficien
rtlealln of preventing boiler incrustatio
This leought out an additional discover
by American engineers-that, hr the u
of sugar, boiler tubes Call led kept per-
fectly clean, but Its corrosive action is
great that after a short time there woul
oe but little boiler left, -Christian a
Work.
SLEEPING IN THE WOODS.
Beautiful l'en Picture of a Night by "Adi-
rood:ark" Murray.
Imagine your bed chamber of odor-
ous bark, and your bed of pungent
boughs. Your couch made under
murmuring trees and within a few
yards of the lazily moving water, whose
motions caress rather than chafe the
shore. Stretched your full length
such a couch, spread in such a place,
the process of falling asleep becomes ,
an experience. You lie and watch '
yourself to observe the gradual de- !
parture of your HeneeS. Little by little
you feel yourself passing away.
Slowly and easily as an ebbing tide
you begin to pass into the dim and in•
sensible realm beyond the lino of feel-
eng. At last a moment comes in winch
you know you arc passel.; over the
very verge a COIINCIOUSIICDR. You are I
aware you are about to fall asleep.
Your cheek but partially interprete !
the cool pressure of the night wind;
your ears drowsily surrender the lin I
leering murmur of beach and pine;
your eyes droop their lids little by lit-
tle; your Ilthie slightly sense* the odor
of the piny air, as you mechanically
draw it In; the chest falls as it panes
as mechanically out, and then-yon
are asleep.
The hours pass, and still you sleep
on. The body, in obedience to some
occult law of force within the insensi•
We frame, still keeps up its reepira-
tions; but you are somewhere-sleep-
ing. At laat the pine above you, m
the deep hush which precedes thecom-
ing of dawn, stills its monotone, and
silence weaves its airy web amid the
motionless etems. The w ter falls
asleep. The loon's head is nder its
spotted wing, and the 1 beeomes
mute. The deer has left t e shore, and
lies curved in its mossy bed. The rats
no longer draw their tiny wake across
the creek, and the froeei have ceased
their croaking. All is quiet. In the
profound quiet, and UtICOlittellOU8 of it
all, the sleeper sleeps. What sleep
such sleeping is! and what a ministry
is Iving ministered unto mind and
body through the cool, pure air. pun-
gent with gummy odor.' and strong
with the smell of the sod and the root
lace mold of the underlying cartill-
Murrayet "Lake Champlain and Its
Shores."
Treasure. he Cubs.
It is not long since a Paris bank
clerk left papers representing some
200,000 francs in a cab, and was lucky
enough to find them several hours
after lying untouched on the seat. A
provincial banker who took a cab on
the boulevards one afternoon drove to
the Northern statian, and was equally
absentminded, but was not so fortu-
nate. After dismissing the cab at the
station and taking a ticket he remem-
beret' that he had left on the seat a
portfolio containing batik notes and
papers to the value of 80.000 francs.
Ile rushed to the station entrance,
only to find the cab gone, and thence
to tile stand from which he had taken
it. The particular vehicle he longed
to set eyes upon had not yet returned.
The distracted banker confided his
troubles to the eoliceman on duty at
the stand, and oval. advised to await
there the return of • tbe cab. At the
end of an hour two cabs drove up to
theetand, and the baiiker recognized
his driver. The latter told the police
man that after leaving the railway
station he had driven two ladies to the
Petals de l'Inclustrie. As thee quitted
the cab they reninrked to tile Jeliu that
there was a portfolio on the seaL There
was-but it was enipty.-Pall Mall Ga-
r.ette.
Illidsing Goose Eggs..
Very few men there are at present
engaged in a salaried position %oho do
not Indulge in one or two hide issues
for the purpose of swelling their in-
comes. Billy Leine, the city passetiger
agent of the BUrlingtott road, for in
stance. has engaged lit an outside yen
ture which will doubtless bring hini
good moneee Ile had read a good deal
about (ostrich farms in California and
of the vast profits accruinor therefrom,
and lie decided to go irito u bender
busiiiess on sniall scale. According-
ly lie has purchased a flock of geese
anti a small plot of ground on which
to keep them. Ile bus also engaged a
man to attend to the flock, and be is
putting goose eggs on the market. Peo-
preehav think that there is no money
in goose eggs, but from every one to
whom Mr.- King has told about his
gooee eggs there has comic a hearty re
sponse. Goose eggs appear to he in
greater demand than geese, and it looks
very much as though Mr. King would
be obliged to enlarge the little goose
farm he has. People laugh ut such an
industry, but there is money in it.-
Chicago Herald.
A heakerwonsan Prilseeme.
Pope Sextus V was. as all the world
knows, of the very huniblest origin.
He had •been a goatherd and one of
his sisters was a washerwoman. When,
however, lie became supreme pontiff
he brought his kinswoman, the laun
dress, to Rome, made her a princess and
installed her in a magnificent palace.
The next day the statue of Paquin
was found to be endeed with a shirt,
the cleanliness of which left niuch
be desired. The inimitable Marforio
asked, in a placard which was read
with a universal grin, the why and the
wherefore of the grimy undergarment,
and the next morning leisquin replied
that he could not get his linen waxlied
because lois washerwoman had becioine
a prilicese.-London Telegrapia.
Esentimerated Groundl.
When 31oliere died in Paris ie 1673
the archbishop obstinately refused per-
mission to have lien buried in C01111C-
crated ground, and lie reniained alike
obdurate to threats and entreaties.
When Louis XIV saw that arguments
were without avail, he suddenly asked
the prelate: "To what depths does the
consecrated ground extend?"
"All unconscious of the drift sof this
question. the archbishop sullenly re-
plied: "Eight feet, your nuijesty f"
"Very good," said the king; "the
sexton shall digit grave its tlie Plturcht
yard twelve feet deep, then Sloliere
will be four feet below the conseci•ated
soil." This was done.--tiermars
Not 1Pirpple op Baby
Baby one year old. Bad with Ecze-ma. Hair all gone. Scalp coveredwith sruption• Cured hy Cut inureHair Splendid alai not a pimple onhim.
Cured by CuNcura
I cisme.? say enough In pridse of the I" It-
Itt R&M Kb11148. My boy, when on.. year
of age, was too bud with eczema thee he lost
all of els heir. His scalp was CO% V rt111 With
eruptions, which the doctors odd wits Well-
head, lend Illst hi. h dr would never g owagain liespairing of rune teen ptiv siCiane,
I began the us, of Me et:1'14'1'4A REMEDIES,and, I am happy le Key. wi 11 the neat perfect
sueuese. HI* heir is new splendid, mil there
Is not a pimple 011 111I41. I rOW4.111111.11: mid the
rIPTICCII• Itrwitnitot to  tht•re tin the
moist 'speedy, emmontleul. •nd sure cure fer
all likes dleesteesol Infants and enthuse. and
feel that mother whit) has an attlicit .1
child will thank Me fur tio doing.
MI01.51. E. Wthil'el•M. Norwey, Me.
Fever Sore eight Years
I must extend to you the (hue.. , If onione rustomeno, who ha. keen 7111.e.i by using
the CterieumA Rice ete se, of en el 1 sore,
sauged ey a long 'spell of sickness or fever
ght year's ago. Ile was Ito bed We wax fear-
I. he would have to litive Ills 'seem pin sled,tat ls nappy to usy he is- nfre e 'rely well,-
sound es a deller. Ile reline:Ids me te use
his mime. wheel is H. 11.5 •eost, merchant.
toile: V. RINtoit, hrLigget,Tolle.
we lave been whine your Certry KaiiIIIINDUCK for years., end have the flee
complaint yet to receive frotn • _purehiuser.
One of the world cases of s:rofula I ever sawwee cured by them.
TA 1. 1.1 IR .‘ T.% VI-slit, Fran k fore„ KIM.=
Cuticura Resolvent
The New Blood and skin purifier and purestand best id Humor Remedies. Internally, 111111
Cutter RA, the great Skin Cure, and et-net:-IA SOAP, ne Exquisite. Skin beautifier, ex-
ternally, speedily, and permanently cure ev-
ery species of itching, bsi ruin if, scaly, erust. d,
pimply, eenifulous, and hereditary dime ev
and ttttt of the skive scalp end blood,
bailor hair, from pimple.' to ...reunite.
Seel everywhero Price, (•1'111:1'14t, ;
Kos It, ENT, ill. Prepared by the
Poregie !bite:Ash 1:111cALLtritertItATION,
Bunton
Innhottenr1 for "Ito* to I•tire Skin f
es," 64 page*, illuntrations, and Hie
•A issolutely pure.
EVERY MUSCLE ACHES
sharp Aeltits, lei I Paints, !sit rain..
Weak iteritoes relieved !Done minuteby he CrTICURA ANTI-PAU(PI.A.TICR. The firet and only in-
stantemoust NAM -killing strengthenItg Plas-
ter. 25 cents.
Announcement.
There will he held at Saltier's on
May 28th, Wednesday) a "Grange
picnic" under the auspices of -"Far-
mers& Laborers Union." There will
be speaking throughout the day by
State Pres. Erwin, and other prom-
inent membere of the order. every-
hedy invited, come one, came All. and
hear something that will do you
good.
It ego. Mull)?
E. F. Coe NEIL
e• C. Agt. • & L. U.
NOT BORN TO BE KILLED.
Eke Luck of a :Haat Who Was Mixed Up
iss the Kentucky CyClone.
Under a lucky star Lawrence Long.
a little JefTersonville boy, must have
been born. Three times has be faced
what seemed in each instance certain
death, but almost miraculously lie has
gone through every ordeal and come
oet. not only alive, but uninjured.
'About five years ago Lawrence went
up on the Louisville bridge. carrying
dinner to his father, who is the toll
gate keeper. The day was warm and
sultry, and, the river being low, the
gleaming rocks so far beneath attracted
the attention of the little urchin. In
order to obtain a better view of the
scene, lie placed his basket °is the foot
way and clambered upon the guard
rail to look down. The &richly height
made Ins senses reel, and before lie
could save himself lie had tumbled
headlong upon the jagged rocks be-
low.
From a distance his father had wit-
nessed the incident, amid lie hurried
from the bridge, expecting to find the
mangled body of his son stretched
upon the shore. But, to his surprise,
hts little boy met him half way and
laughingly- related the particulars of
his tremendous fall as if it were a huge
joke. By some mysterious providence,
he was not even firmsed.
Later on, when Lawrence was 17
Years old, like most of the young fel-
lows of that age, he fell ill love with
the handsome little daughter of a
neighbor. With the DM istatatet. of a
friend lie succeeded in. procuring a
marriage licensee and one evening. lie
eloped with his kiweetheart. Although'
he enjoined the clerk to keep the mat-
ter scene. the particulars appeared in
the Courier-Journal the following
morning. this manner the father
of the girl learned of the marriage,
and lie became so angry that lie loacled
his shotgun and startesl on a hunt for
his new son-in-law, with the avowed
determination of annihilatiug
They met shortly afterward, and the
old man emptied both barrels of his
gun at the boy. Again fortune favor-
ed the youth who had made himself
famous by his remarkable fall from
the bridge, and not one of the handful
of shot struck him.
Young Long's last adventure oc-
curred on the ocrasion of the big cy-
clone. He is a member of the K. and
L of H. lodge, which met at the ill
fated Falls City hall in this city, and
on the night of the cyclone he came
over to attend the meeting. When
the tornado seired the structure in its
grasp and rent it to pieces he was
among the crowd gathered on the third
floor. Though tile others rushed panic
stricken hither and thither in a fran-
tic effort to escape, the boy with the
charmed life remained quietly stand-
ing in trc;lcuilaee where lie was when
the p ings were interrupted.
Amid the roar of the elements, the
groans of the dying and a clashing of
the tumbling walls he WaS as cool as
an icicle. The floors fell in, and he
went with them, but his guardian an-
gel was promptly on hand with the
needed assistance, and when Lawrence
crawled out of the ruins he found upon
examination that the only injury he
had sustained was a email scratch upon
one of his ears.-Louisville Courier-
Journal.
• Wrinkles That Talk.
Wrinkles across the forehead are
found in children who are rickety or
idiotic; strong sunlight, with the face
and eyes insufficiently covered, will
also cause theniebut in all cases they
are normal at 40, or even at an earlier
age. Vertical wrinkles between the
eyes come prematurely in. men and
women who study much or worry
themselves. This can readily be im-
agined.
The eyebrows contract naturally
when in deep thought; grief or worry
produces the same effect; tbe action
being frequently repeated produces a
fold in the skin. It was and is one of
the standing rules of the Jesuits to
never contract the eyebrows while
studying.
The straight lines extending upward
from the root of the nose are Burnoosed
to tell of long and cruel physical suf-
fering, or still more painful mental
tortures. The crow's feet., the wrin
kles so detested by ladies of rank and
pride. always come to mark the pass-
ing of the fortieth tnile post, if not be-
fore. They are characterized by fur-
rows, which diverge from the external
angles of the eye in all directions like
the clawe of the bird from which they
are named. Wrinkles of the cheeks
and chin are caused by the diminu-
tion of the fatty substance under the
chin, which causes the chin to fall
into folds. The small wrinkles near
the eye have the same origin, and
only appear in old age. Those across
the upper eyelids, which give the eye
an air of fatigue, are the result of hard
living, grief and worry.-New York
Journal.
Kulnieg tha Feet.
Dr. James Lewis Howe delivered a
popular seientitic lecture at the Poly-
teclinic society. He said: "There arc
few or no shoes made at the present
time which do not to a greater or less
extent compress the feetainte an un-
natural potation, and the result is a
plentiful supply of corns and bun-
ions."
The effect of high heels was spoken
of and denionstrated front a specimen
of fashionable shoe, with the heel near-
ly in the middle of the foot. This, the
lecturer said, had the effect of throw-
ing the foot forward upon the toes and
thus not wily is the foot deformed, but
the gait is to a greater or less extent
stilted. The practice of making chil-
dren wear tight sh we in order to keep
the feet small can only be compared
to the Chinese method of deforming
the feet. -Herald of Health.
The Wrong begredleut.
In reading a country paper I came
across a recipe for a "Marlborough
puddir.g," ill which the first named in-
gredienta are "live eggs, five ounces of
caetor oil." Doubtless castor sugar is
meant, but fancy the effects upon the
family if some inexperienced young
housewife makes that pudding accord-
ing to instructions.-Joladge in London
A ale Investment.
Is one which is guaranteed to bring
you satiefactory results, or in case of
failure a return of purehase ',lice.
On this safe plan you can Istiy from
our advertieed Druggist a bottle of
Dr. King's New Diecovery for Con-
'gumption. It is guaranteed to bring
relief In every case, when used for
any affection of Throat. Lungs or
Chest, sucli as Consumption, Inflam-
mation of Lungs, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Whoopinir, (7ough, Croup,
etc. It is pleasant and agreeable to
leek, perlectly safe, and can always
be depended upon. Trial lsottles free
at It. B. Garnet's fliarmacy
Josl.re tillei'm I het esseeeli.
Chi; f Fuller, in a letter to a
re ;rag.; pap- I. tlIUS describes his lirst
-.poach public: -I think niy first at-
tempt tit public speaking was in Septem-
ber, 18.52. at a Pierce Gild King mass
meeting, held ut Augusta, Me., and of
which an account e as given in The Mois-
ten Post of that day. The meeting was
called by tile Ikeed ' College (1ranite
club. mid I made tric• g. Morrill,
Bradbury, Hamlin, Soule, Dix and John
Van Buren spoke, and elovernor Iluhloard
preeitleil." Tili14 id tlio chief justice's
Own account. From Idler sources it is
learned that the speech showed no twee
tation: that the young man St al self
peasessed mid eloquent, and that he re-
ceived cengratulations from the oldt•r
heaths that listened to hiria-Lewisten
Journal.
A Large Slap.
The largeet saltine *hip in the world is
vett to belts t he possession of France. tier
name is the France. She P vessel with
live masts, on four of whi.le square sail
is carried. The length is 344 feet, with a
beam of 49 feet. The cargo which the
France could carry ii no less than 61,000
tons. The snip is built of steel, her masts
ind yards being of the mine material.
ihe is at present trading between France
and the Nei Ie.-Chatter.
11WW1
NEVER STOLE buT ONCE.
Then lie Wm. Too Conacient MOS, 11110111flt
litingry. to Take Die share.
All AlLillta dispatch says: Yester-
day afternoon (asuch. rushed
into the Sheriff's office with a gray
haired and grizzly bearded prisoner.
Wile trembled with fear as the bailiff
an not' 'iced :
"Mr. sheriff, here is an old man
who •iit charged by. a negro with steal-
ing a dog last Christmas."
"C'an you give bonth" the sheriff
asked the prisoner.
"I eau. sir, if I will Li allowed to
see some of my neighbors in De Kalb
county."
••Ne'ell, we calet fix thud. now. and I
reckon you will have to go to jail for
the present."
The old prisoner's eyes began to fill
with tears us Ise dropped wearily into
a chair.
Preeeetly some one spoke to the
sheriff us "Col. Thomas."
The prisoner sprung to his feet and
asked. excitedly:
"Is this Col. le P. Thomas?"
"I ani," replied the sheriff.
"Don't you know me, colonel? Don't
you remember old Newt Nolan, wbo
was in your command during the
wart"
An expression of rem:ignition came
over the colonel's face as he held out
his hand and replied:
"Newt, old fellow, how do you do,
and w Isere have you been all this tfrnet"
"Colonel, I have been out in De
Kalb county working ever since old
Cornirany D laid down her arms. Say.,
colonel, about this dog stealieg lousi-
ness. All I did was to take up astray
(log, and when the owner called for
him I wouldn't give him up until he
for his board. Colonel, I never
stole but one thing in my life. Don't
you recollect that night we went out
and stole a sheep('
"Yes; hungry soldiers are excusa-
ble for foraging a little."
"Now, colonel, tell the boys what I
did. Tell 'ern. colonel, how honest
old Newt is."
"Why, you refused to eat any of
the sheep because, so you said, vou
couldn't eat a mouthful of what dian't
belong to you."
"And I was mighty hungry."
"Yes, we were all half starved." •
"Now, colonel, do you think I would
steal a negm's dog?"
"Why, bless niy heart, old teoiow,
of course you wouldn't.. Here, Mr.
Bailiff, I'll put up the amount of that
bond. Let my old comrade here go
free."
And the war scarred veteran hugged
his old commander, and went out into
the sunshine proud and happy.-Ma-
con (Ga.) Telegraph.
An Obliging Clerk.
There is a clerk in the New York
postoffice who could be elected presi-
dent to-morrow if the suffrages of the
u-omen folk whio deal with him
thmugh time square window behind
which he sits could send him to the
White House. "lie is the politet 1,•110-
lie official lever saw," one worm, • is-
thurna-stically exclaimed the oth. r
ternoon as she came down the stairs
from the mezzanine floor. "It doesn't
make any difference if the thermom-
eter is 60 and the humidity 100, he has
always just the same easy and polite
manner. He'll untie your parcel and
do it up again for you if he thinks it
isn't just milt. He'll tell you every-
thing you want to know and look and
act all, the time as if it were the great-
est pleasure imaginable. Today he
was seen to fix up a wounues parcel for
her-the string broke or something,
and lie got fresh wrapping paper antl
twine and tied it up. add i.rmsed it and
then actually put the sterile on for
her. And lie smiled all the dine as if
he were as delighted as she. She was
not a pretty woman, either. If the wo-
men could vote lie would be postmas-
ter general at leasL"-New York Even-
ing Sun.
They Took It for a Mirror.
The darky employed at the Laclede
bank was busily engaged polishing the
brass signs of the institution. He
rubbed and scoured and brightened
and wiped until the perspiration stood
out Up011 the black marble of his
brow, notwithstanding that the day
was chilly in the extreme. He fin-
ished his task with a sigh of satisfac-
tion, gathered up the utensils he had
employed and disappeared into the
bank poet as three ladies turned the
corner on a semi-gallop to catch a ca-
ble train which bud already reacheti
Broadway.
Strange to say they made no attempt
to stop the train. The bright convex
bras.s surface, glistening in the occa-
sional burst of sunshine, focused their
attention, and in just three seconds
the group were busily eneneed in
front of it arranging their ban put-
ting on their dabs ,,r ?reviler where
shey would do the i.o.et good with a
powder rag, and in euudry and divers
ways finishing their toilets.-St. Louis
tepublic.
For Saving Life et Sea.
An act has been passed by. the En-
earth parliament under which every
(hip and steamer going to sea must be
ierovided with sufficient boats, or with
life saving rafts, to accommodate every
tenon on board, crew or paasengers.
). London firm leis opportunely pa-
inted a raft which may be folded up
to that it will take Ho more room upon
ship's deck than does an ordinary
ife boat. and which may, in fact, be
nade a chuck for the reception of the
boat, and both boat and raft, hy
sii ingenious, but realty simple con-
eivance may be put overboartl by the
fame set of davits, and the raft follows
die boat so quickly that the two are
and afloat within a couple of minutes
of each other.-New Orleans Picayune
He Had to Ecionotalla.
elerchant-Mr. Canesucker, can you
pay this little bill teday
buddy Canesueker - Not today;
some other day.
"It occurs to me that you should
try and save up, isa as to meet your
obligations."
"That's what I'm doing; haven't
used any money to pay debts in more
than a year now."- Texas Siftings.
Merit Mins.
We desire to say to our citizens,
that for years we have been selling
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Dr. King's New Life Pills,
Buklen's Arnica Salve and Electric
Bitters, and have never handled
remedies that sell as well, or that
have given such universal satisfac-
tion. We do not hesitate to guar-
antee them every time, and we stand
ready to refund the purchase price, if
satisfaetory results do not follow
their use. These remedies have won
their great Impularity purely on their
merits. H. B. Garner druggists.
.rapm
1 he Deviles Midge.
A correspundent thus destrues the
old legend of the Devil's Bridge iu the
Pyrenees: "The popular legeml mend
ilk bridge.. which eptine LI, mouidain
toereet called the Tech, hear the stuall
linen of l'eret. was that it had been
built thiriag init. isiglot by Salmi and
hie III y tillitbille, and the fact that the
particulars as to its cionstruction lad
never heeit found ill ally of the teal
archivee rave additional strut, r to
this I .e.•11,1. the the regiserur of a
nil
11,1;:ii IN o'111...: WWII called Prats de
:doll., cline to the Iiiirinish (wittier,
has just to wartlike! a ii tun usc ri pt, dated
1321, a hich relates how the uotables
of that tov.ai 'contributed ten ;ridden
crowns of Brucelona toward the build-
ilig of the bridge at Ceret upon condi-
tem that the inhabitants of Praia de
Miele were exemptral from paying
loll.' - laindim Times.
Costelesive.
Mr. Simkins is a gTeat enthusiast on
the su hjeet of "chest protectors," wii telt
lie reconimedds to people on every oc-
casion.
"A great thing!" lie says. "They
make people more healthy, increase
their streligth, and lengthen their
lives."
"But .. lett about our ancestors?"
seine one asked. ••They dithet have
any chest protectors, did they?'
"They did not," said Mr. Simkins,
triumphantly, "and where are they
now? All dead -Youth's Companion.
Highest of all in Leavening Power, - le S. Gov't Report, Aug. 17, Me.
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ABSO1JUTELY PURE 1 CLARKSVILLE, TENN.We nevi'. speeulate directly or indirect ly In teheceo. Careful Ktteetion to the latereet ofour Customers and beta priers obtained. Ad...ices made on Tobacco In Store. All Totiseesst owner's expenee unless otherwkitelnetrueted in writing







The lotion lag brands kept: Devleei County and
E. W. 0Voransaits`n Peerless': if III W elesteside. 14115
Vet. et ; Robertmot County ClIt I) Whisky; A °demon
t'otew Whisky; White eorn Whisky; filch Greet
scier bibli ounty Whieky anti Tennemee
1O' i-e
--Ele!st e;ilereet kintls of Wines.-













I 0.•:ire sny t.i.; farmers' of the; amid adjoining ronutiee that the stal-lions named i i I unike the sessoott of 111140, at the Driving Park, undertoy PO on•r . exstoilestion set these stallions will eouvi ace you thatit is to your interest to breed In lite beet stoek.
Reispectfully, P. H. MeNANEY.
liON NI; HA BLETONIAN,
R ertott-A deep chestnut, 161, hands,
fine ityle and speed and lit everv particular
the erendest stock horse ever in the country.
IDIGREZ-By weenier. listenbletonlan
5,NIGtel•to.bityl 111,1sroi V416:t. 411)11preniartHeottdli;:lt;tih:Nljancmint idol;
2:210,, toed tunny others In t 2.40 Ital.
lionnieet Dam KaCi• Lee (thoroughbred, by
Roehenter, he by I flip. Bonnie eleot land, let
Dent Ludy Lancaster, 2 1 Dam Kate by LeePaul.
Taams--Will make the Season of IMO at
twenty dollars the %moon. If mure proves
not In foal or barren. money II II be refunded
wile, the five is determined, or ZIO to Insure
it mare in foal. Note payable 1st of A urust
111 be accept**. in lieu c .11, for Pease/Wit
service..
GUNN, H. 3127.
Dance, pr 10 -The stoutest test
booed y oung eta lion In Kentueky. Bay
hands, foaled May 12th, 1141, bred by Capt. M.
M. Clay, Parte Ky.
nine E-Hirid by Onward. record 2:29e,sire of Houle 2:17, tobad. len onward 2:10e,
and 20 others in 2:71e. ist dam Cam let. (ua...
of Cyclone sire of Dr spark• 1 yr. old,
2:25kee by Hamlet lee sire or 7 in 2:as. 2d d tun,
Favorite by Abdullah 15. etre of (Melanin h
Maid 2:14 anti 5 others In 2:18. Id darn by
MambrIno Chi. f II, sire of laoy Thorn 2:1Ve
and 5 . thers In 2:10. ith dam by Crowder,
5th dam by Grey Eagle. eth dam by Whip.
service fee $50.110 by the season, with the
usual return pri v liege
Union Tobacco Warehouse.





A. V. GOODPAIITCR F., Preset, 
Dresden, Tenn.
W HEOWDER. ier-Pree't, 
A. E. CIARDNKR Secreter
E. Id. Notes, °milord. sun. 
W. W. GILL, oimstead. Ky., ........ . ..... Executive Committee.C. D. SPILL, Douglas, Ky. 
A dam• Station. Tenn.
LaGinrace.00y; K;..
. . ........
Moltke, Tenn.•Itt AH.3%"'"itatTe.   Glitch.oribeb:O. .41 Intl V/ 11:11 111
Superintendent, Clarksville, Tette.
C. P. WARVIIII.D.
It Sall advanced nn Tobacco Mabee, bill lading or in the hands of responsible farmersAll Tobaceo itisured white in store at the expense of owner, except where tnere hit nn ad-vane. and then w thout written orders not to Insure. Clotee attention given to sampling andselling, and prompt rem 1 lance made.
BRYANT Ss STRATTON BUSINESS NUM.Bonk Keeping. ?Mort Revved, Telpqrwphly. 
4'e. LOUISVILLE KYWrits fur Untatuts re and int! iiifuriesstion.




We with to call the special Attention of Farmers, to our tannense stock of
WAGON FACTORY,
and Seed_.?
Guaranteed to be First-Class.
Blount' • True-Blue Cent Steel Plows,
South Weld Chilled Plows,
Heilman's :est Steel and Chilled Plows,
Avery's Steel •tid Chi lied Plows
N JTICE.
The world renowned Deering Giant Mow-
ers cutting 5,5 and 7 feet. The ebeatieet and









Buggy and Wagon Harness,
Meddles and Bridles,
Engines, Threshers and Stackers.





Sherwin-William', Mixed Pain's, Feed':
















Here you will find a pure assortmentorthe
BEST DRUGS
to be had in this or any city, and prescriptions are com-
pounded by Graduate Pharmacists. Also a full line of A:"
the leading
Patent Medicines
kept on hand. A complete line of Toilet Articles and
Stationery,
Pure Old Whiskies, Foreign and Domestic Wine*






Virginia Street, Between eth and tith, Hopkinsville, Ky.We will duplicate any 1110131/111P111.11,1 work put up Itt Christian eouoty by •ny !omitdealer and discount their price from IV to 25 per cent.
WM. II. TURRLEY. ED. TuRNLEv.
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